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I 

 

Abstract 

 

Access to potable water has become one of the top 10 global problems facing our contemporary 

society. Desalination of vast amounts of seawater is a promising measure to ameliorate this stress. 

Numerous thermal and membrane processes have been employed to desalt seawater, of which 

reverse osmosis (RO) using polymeric membranes is the most mature technology and has been 

regarded as the benchmark in current desalination technologies. However, due to the high pressure 

requirement for RO operation, other membrane processes, such as membrane distillation and 

pervaporation have been developed as the alternatives to further reduce the energy cost. 

Furthermore, due to the lack of chemical/thermal stability and high tendency to scaling and fouling 

of polymeric membranes, novel inorganic membranes, in particular silica derived membranes, are 

emerging as potential candidates for desalination. The majority of published works on silica 

membranes utilizes tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) as the silica precursor and interlayers are 

generally required to reduce the roughness of the porous substrates, followed by 4 to 6 thin-film 

coatings and calcinations with heating rates of 1–2 ºC min
-1 

to form defect free silica membranes, 

which consume 10–14 days with extra cost. Therefore, the major target of this research is to 

produce interlayer-free silica membranes fabricated by rapid thermal processing (RTP) for 

desalination application. 

Ethyl silicate 40 (ES40) is used as precursor to prepare silica membranes in this work owing to their 

superior thermal stability as compared to the TEOS analogous product. Firstly, the sol-gel 

processing of ES40 was investigated in this thesis. At different temperatures and H2O/Si ratios, 

ES40 underwent various degrees of phase separation behaviour and sol-gel reactions. It was found 

that the hydrolysis and condensation reactions decreased with decreasing reaction temperature. 

Dense silica structures were obtained using low H2O/Si ratios, whereas higher porosity was 

produced from a phase-separated sol-gel system with high H2O/Si ratios. This tailoring process 

facilitated further condensation reactions and crosslinking of silica chains, leading to stronger silica 

matrices which were more resistant to densification. 

The second part of this work is focused on improvement of the hydrostability of ES40-derived silica 

membrane materials by adjusting the reactant ratios of sol-gel synthesis process, as the low 

resistance of silica membranes to water vapor attack, which induce enlargement of the pore size 

followed by failure in salt rejection, can be detrimental to desalination performance. Investigations 

were carried out on the effects of reactant ratios on the microstructure of the silica matrices and 

their hydrothermal stability under harsh conditions (550 °C, 75 mol% vapour). The most 

hydrothermally stable matrix was obtained by decreasing the ethanol ratio whilst increasing water 
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and acid ratios. The improved hydrothermal stability was attributed to the further transition of 

silanol to siloxane groups on one hand and the formation of a more openly branched silica network 

on the other. 

Further work was conducted on the preparation of ES40 derived interlayer-free silica membranes 

using RTP on the optimized reactant ratios as determined from above investigations. RTP involves a 

rapid heating rate and a short period of high temperature exposure up to 1 hour. This thesis shows 

for the first time the preparation of interlayer-free silica membranes by RTP. A major advantage of 

this novel preparation method is that the final membranes were coated with 2 silica layers only and 

were prepared in less than 3 hours, a considerable and significant reduction from 10-14 days for 

TEOS silica membranes. A comparison of the structure properties of silica materials produced by 

RTP and conventional thermal processing (CTP) found that the silica produced from RTP has more 

siloxane bridges and larger porosity, which can potentially deliver the corresponding membranes 

enhanced hydrostability and water fluxes. 

The preparation feasibility of membranes was dependent on the pH of the sol-gel. The best 

membranes were prepared with ES40 sols with pH 4, which adhered well to substrates during the 

RTP calcination step. Water fluxes reached 17.8 kg m
-2

 h
-1 

for seawater (NaCl 3.5 wt%) at 60 °C 

whilst reaching salt rejections 95–99%. The long term stability tests showed stable water flux and 

salt rejection until ~300 hours. This is a major improvement from TEOS silica membranes which 

tend to fail within a few hours. In order to further improve the hydrostability, the effect of H2O/Si, 

EtOH/Si and pH of the sol-gel solutions on silica xerogel properties and membrane performance 

was carried out. The prepared membranes gave good water flux (7 kg m
-2

 h
-1

) and excellent salt 

rejection (>99%) for seawater desalination. In addition, long term testing at room temperature for 

3.5 wt% saline solutions showed that the ES40 membrane was stable for 800 hours, whilst 

delivering 99% salt rejection. These results strongly suggested that high quality interlayer-free 

membranes were successfully prepared using RTP from ES40 precursor for the first time, delivering 

performance well above the current state of art. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

  

Water scarcity has become one of the major problems for contemporary society due to population 

explosion, industrialization and contamination of natural water resources. Recent statistics show 

that over one-third (41%) of the world population live in areas suffering from water scarcity, and 

the proportion is predicted to increase to approximately two-thirds by 2025 [1]. Therefore, this 

global problem associated with water shortages motivates the development of technological 

solutions for the supply of potable water. Seawater desalination is a promising solution as it can 

offer high-quality water steadily and unlimitedly without tapping into the natural freshwater 

ecosystem due to the vast amount of seawater on earth [2]. Therefore, technical solutions have 

stimulated a rapid increase in the construction of seawater desalination plants in the past few 

decades in order to supplement water supply in water-stressed countries. It is expected that the 

global water production by desalination is likely to exceed 38 billion m
3
 per year by 2016, which is 

double of that in 2008 [2, 3]. 

 

Desalination processes are generally divided into thermal or membrane-based processes depending 

on the mechanism of separation [4]. Thermal desalination process, where the saline solution is 

heated to promote evaporation and then the water vapor is condensed to produce fresh water, has 

been used for hundreds of years though large-scale plant did not start operating until the 1950s, 

when the first seawater distillation plant was opened in Kuwait [4]. This spurred a number of 

activities in countries in the Middle East to implement thermal seawater desalination based on the 

multi-effect distillation process, followed by an advanced thermal process called multi-stage flash 

distillation [5]. These plants are still in operation to date, producing almost half of the world’s 

desalination capacity [6]. The main drawback of thermal desalination is that it consumes substantial 

amounts of energy during operation, thus is very costly and also results in a large emission of 

greenhouse gases [7-9]. Thermal processes remain the primary technology of choice in the oil-rich 

Middle Eastern countries, where energy prices are low. However, in the regions where fossil fuel 

resources are lacking and energy costs are significantly higher, the production of potable water is 

preferred by membrane-based desalination technologies as they are less energy intensive.  

 

Membranes are semi-permeable filters, which retain salt whilst allowing water molecules to pass 

through, thus consuming much less energy than thermal desalination [7, 10]. The energy 
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requirements for seawater desalination using membrane based technologies (2–6 kW h m
-3

) are less 

than half of that for thermal-based technologies (7–14 kW h m
-3

) [7, 8, 11]. In the countries outside 

of the Middle East, membrane based desalination processes, in particular reverse osmosis, has 

rapidly developed since late 1960s [12] when the first successful reverse osmosis plant was installed, 

and has become the most commonly applied technology for desalinating seawater [10]. Large-scale 

seawater reverse osmosis desalination plants have been constructed all around the world, including 

Spain [13], Israel, the United States [14, 15], Jordan, Algeria, Chile and Australia [4]. Israel opened 

the world’s largest seawater reverse osmosis desalination plant in 2005, offering production 

capacity of 330,000 m
3
 day

-1
 [16]. The world’s largest brackish water desalination plant was built in 

Jordan in 2006 with a maximum capacity of over 150,000 m
3
 day

-1
 [17]. It is reported that in 2001, 

reverse osmosis accounted for 51% of new installed desalination capacity, which further increased 

to 75% in 2003 [18]. Membrane based desalination plants represent 80% of the worldwide 

desalination plants, and in the United States membrane processes represent 84% of the country’s 

desalination capacity [4]. The membrane based desalination technology has emerged as the 

dominant choice in future desalination plant constructions. 

 

Though the energy consumption of reverse osmosis is much lower than conventional thermal 

desalination process, the major cost in reverse osmosis is due to the high pressure required to 

overcome the high osmotic pressure of seawater during operation [19]. The high pressure 

requirement reaches over 40% of the total energy consumption [1, 20]. Reducing energy 

consumption is significant in reducing both the total cost of desalination from an economic 

standpoint and greenhouse gas emissions from an environmental perspective [21]. Thus, research 

and development are continuously devoted to develop techniques of low-grade energy consumption 

and low capital cost. Nevertheless, reverse osmosis is currently the most mature technology, and 

other novel membrane technologies are required to further improve the efficiency of desalination 

processes. 

 

Membrane distillation and pervaporation processes have been considered as the alternatives to the 

conventional energy-intensive seawater desalination technologies. Although these technologies still 

require heat to operate efficiently, the operating temperatures are relatively low so sourcing 

industrial waste heat or solar panel heat makes these technologies attractive. Further, operating 

pressures are much lower than pressure-driven membrane separation process such as reverse 

osmosis, adding another operational benefit. Although the commercial application of pervaporation 

has been constrained by low water fluxes, pervaporation membranes have greatly improved in the 

last decade, with water fluxes increasing by one order of magnitude. Of particular attention, there 
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are a number of literature gaps related to silica membranes for desalination. This is an area of 

research that warrants further investigation, and forms the basis of this research thesis. 

 

1.2 Motivation and gaps in literature that this research addresses 

 

The application of pervaporation membranes in desalination is an emerging technology and still 

requires further investigation to reveal its full potential. The latest improvements in silica derived 

membranes are a proof of the potential of this type of inorganic membranes for desalination 

application. The major motivation of this research is to produce potable water from seawater 

desalination using interlayer-free ES40 derived silica membranes fabricated by rapid thermal 

processing (RTP) to address the water scarcity problem. There are several research and technical 

challenges relating to this type of membrane that have not yet been overcome. 

 

The first gap in literature is related to membrane material preparation using an ES40 sol-gel process. 

ES40 membranes have a very few studies in literature compared to the extensively studied TEOS 

sol-gel process. There is a need to fundamentally understand the ES40 sol-gel process, and 

subsequent structural (surface area, pore volume, pore size and pore size distribution) formation, 

together with the functional (i.e. silanol and siloxane) groups evolution of the resultant silica. To 

this end, this thesis will systematically investigate how the reactant ratios (ES40, water and ethanol) 

and reaction conditions (pH and temperature) affect the physicochemical properties and 

hydrostability of the final silica product. These studies will form the bases for the preparation of 

interlayer-free ES40 derived silica membranes for desalination application. 

 

A second gap is to reduce the capital cost for silica membrane fabrication by producing interlayer-

free membrane using an RTP method. In general, an effective membrane requires interlayers and 

several top layers, which are coated and calcined sequentially with slow heating rate (1~2 °C min
-1

), 

thus requiring up to 10-14 days of production and high energy consumption. The high production 

costs make silica membranes economically uncompetitive against other types of membranes for 

desalination application. Whereas, by adopting interlayer-free membrane using an RTP method, the 

silica sols for the separation layer are dip-coated directly on substrates with large size pore sizes (up 

to 0.5 µm) instead of smooth interlayers with medium pore sizes (up to 0.05 µm), and silica 

membranes are produced in less than 1% of the time that required by the conventional thermal 

processing (CTP) method. It is postulated in this thesis that the formation of interlayer-free silica 

films on large pore size substrates by the RTP method can be achieved by a careful modulation of 

the ES40 sol-gel method. As a partially-condensed silica precursor ES40 can form a strong silica 
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backbone structure which may be able to cope with thermal stress and expansion better than TEOS 

derived silica membranes. Moreover, the membranes are expected to be fully tested in a 

desalination set up under various conditions of temperature and salt concentration to further 

elucidate the structural and performance stability of the interlayer-free RTP silica membranes. 

 

1.3 Key contributions to this field 

 

The most important novel features of this work are the development of interlayer-free silica 

membranes by the RTP method for desalination application, in tandem with ES40 sol-gel synthesis.  

There are four key contributions to knowledge which are listed below: 

 

The first contribution is the fundamental study of the ES40 sol-gel method, elucidating the miscible 

and non-miscible regions in a ternary phase diagram. A key finding of this work is related to the 

formation of dense and porous silica from miscible and non-miscible regions of ES40 sol-gel 

solution, respectively. 

 

A second contribution is related to a systematic study where the high water/Si and acid/Si ratios and 

low ethanol/Si ratios delivered microporous features such as higher surface areas and pore volumes. 

A key finding is the formation of large silica particle clusters as revealed by small angle X-Ray 

scattering, structures of which were more hydrostable when exposed to harsh conditions (550 ºC 

and 75 mol% water vapor). 

 

A third contribution is the first demonstration of the preparation of interlayer-free silica membranes 

by an RTP method. The membranes proved to have high salt rejection in desalination application. A 

key finding is a significant reduction of the fabrication time, equivalent to 1% of that for a 

conventionally prepared silica membrane. 

 

A fourth contribution is associated with the flexibility of the ES40 sol-gel film formation, where the 

membranes were synthesized below or above the silica isoelectric point (pH 2). A key finding is 

that by changing the ES40 sol-gel conditions, basic (pH 4) and acidic (pH 1) conditions, films were 

very porous and less porous, respectively, though salt rejection remained high in excess of 95%. 

The membranes proved to be hydrostable up to 120 h or 800 h depending on the initial sol-gel 

conditions. 
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1.4 Thesis structure  

 

Chapter 1 – Introduction 

A brief description of the desalination processes is given including a discussion on the gaps of silica 

membranes in pervaporation processes.  The motivation and postulation of this thesis are stated. 

 

Chapter 2 – Literature review 

Review of major membrane technologies currently employed in desalination, including the type of 

membranes and performance at various operating conditions. Subsequently, the review is focused 

on silica membranes and sol-gel synthesis methods, followed by film formation by dip coating and 

calcination methods. A summary is given based on discussions and gaps in literature.  

 

Chapter 3 – Phase separated sol gel process of ES40 

This chapter focuses on mapping the ternary diagram of ES40/EtOH/H2O for sol-gel processing, 

which has not previously been studied or reported. It shows a smaller miscible area than the 

conventional silica precursor TEOS. It aims to understand the specific role played by the ES40 

silica precursor, the concentration of water (hydrolysing agent) and ethanol (solvent). This 

systematic study, supported by material characterisation (N2 sorption, TGA and FTIR), provides a 

fundamental understanding of the ES40 sol-gel method. The outcomes of this study are used in 

subsequent chapters. This work has now been published in Scientific Reports. 

 

Chapter 4 – Influence of sol gel conditions on hydrothermal stability of ES40-derived silica 

xerogels 

This work involves the fundamental physicochemical characterization of ES40-derived silica 

xerogels prepared from different Si:EtOH:H2O:HNO3 ratios according to the ternary diagram from 

Chapter 3. The prepared sols were synthesized to study the influence of each parameter on the 

resultant structure based on characterisation using N2 adsorption, FTIR, SAXS and 
29

Si NMR. The 

dried sols (xerogels) were hydrothermally studied under harsh conditions at 550 °C with 75 mol% 

vapor for 20 h. This work has been published in RSC Advances. 

 

Chapter 5 – RTP Interlayer free ES40 derived silica membranes for desalination (pH series) 

In this chapter, interlayer-free ES40 derived membranes were prepared by the RTP method. The 

membranes proved to be suitable for desalination application. A series of ES40 sol-gels were 

developed and fully characterised by changing their pH where best membranes were stable up to 
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120 h. Subsequently, the Si:EtOH ratio was modified, demonstrating that the stability of the 

membranes improved up to 300 h. A fundamental study on the effects of RTP on silica structural 

and functional formation was carried out by N2 sorption, FTIR, SEM and TGA analyses. This work 

is currently under review in the Journal of Membrane Science. 

 

Chapter 6 – RTP Interlayer free ES40-derived silica membranes for desalination (water series) 

This chapter investigates the effect of the H2O:Si ratio in the formation and performance of 

interlayer-free RTP membranes for desalination application. An optimal ratio was developed where 

membrane stability was improved up to 800 h. A fundamental study on the effects of RTP on silica 

structural and functional formation was also carried out by N2 sorption, FTIR, SEM and TGA 

analyses.  

 

Chapter 7 – Conclusions and Recommendations 

Major conclusions and recommendations for future work are given in this final Chapter. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.1 Abstract 

 

This chapter presents a literature review on desalination and membranes.  It starts with a brief 

review of desalination processes and their general features, leading to the utilization of membranes. 

Organic and inorganic membranes are then reviewed in the context of desalination, including their 

performance in terms of water fluxes and salt rejection under varying testing conditions, together 

with their potential for further research and development, particularly the potential of pervaporation 

inorganic membranes. The review is subsequently focused on silica derived membrane synthesis 

methods with an introduction to the theory and principles applicable to sol-gel chemistry and 

methods, membrane preparation and calcination methods. 

2.2 Membrane related technologies for desalination 

2.2.1 Reverse osmosis (RO) 

 

RO was developed in the 1970’s and since then has been widely applied for desalination of various 

concentrations of salty water. Nowadays, RO is the dominant water purification technique for 

desalination with a large number of plants installed all around the world including the United States, 

Middle East, China and Australia among many other countries. RO works by using a 

semipermeable membrane which allows water to pass through via solution diffusion transport while 

rejecting the diffusion of salts. In a natural osmosis process, osmotic pressure arises when the 

concentration of the solution on one side is unequal to that on the other side of the membrane and 

the solvent (i.e. water in desalination) moves spontaneously from the low concentration to high 

concentration solution aiming to equalize the concentration of each side of the membrane and 

minimize the free energy of the system [1, 2]. Whereas in the RO process, an extra pressure, which 

is strong enough to overcome the osmotic pressure difference, is exerted to reverse the direction of 

water flow and results in the production of pure water on one side. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of FO and RO processes. C1(M) and C2(M) are the solution 

concentration in molarity. C2 solution is the draw solution, containing the draw solutes (or 

osmotic agents) [2]. 

By being the most established industrial membrane process for desalination, reverse osmosis 

preference is due to several reasons as follows: 

 It can diminish 99% of the solute and the permeate water is ready to use after this process. 

 It is environmentally friendly as no toxic chemicals is used or produced during this process. 

 RO water production cost has greatly reduced due to the development of membrane 

materials.  

 

However, RO requires very high operating pressures (6 MPa to 8 MPa) for seawater desalination in 

order to overcome osmotic pressure and drive the water to pass through the membrane. High 

pressures are closely related to high energy consumption which translates into high operating costs. 

Further, high pressures require mechanically robust membrane modules and associate pipelines, 

which increase plant capital costs. On a positive note, the lifespan of the RO membranes are around 

5 years [3]. Although replacing the membranes attracts extra costs, the lifespan of 5 years is 

considered to be excellent in terms of industrial operations.  

 

2.2.2 Forward osmosis (FO) 

 

FO has been developed over the past 70 years [4], andalso uses semipermeable membranes, similar 

to RO. However, FO process does not require external high pressures, as it takes the advantage of 

the natural osmotic flow by using a highly concentrated draw solution. Therefore, as shown in 

Figure 2.1, due to the high osmotic pressure generated from uneven concentration, water in 

seawater feed side is pulled to the more concentrated draw solution. After eliminating the solutes in 
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the draw solution, the final water product is obtained. The solutes are desired to be nontoxic, neutral 

pH, stable and highly soluble in water to provide high osmotic pressure thus driving force, and can 

be easily removed from water through simple processing. Volatiles such as ammonium bicarbonate 

[5], ammonia and carbon dioxide mixtures (NH3/CO2) [6] can be used as solutes in draw solution, 

as they can be conveniently separated by heating and then recycled. Recently, a number of draw 

solutes have been reported including sugars (glucose, fructose and sucrose) [7] and fertilizers (KCl, 

NaNO3, KNO3, Ca(NO3)2, NH4H2PO4, (NH4)2SO4) [8]. 

 

FO desalination process has several advantages. As the driving force is osmotic pressure in FO, 

instead of external hydraulic pressure as in RO, FO is less energy intensive, more economically 

efficient and has lower tendency of membrane fouling [9-11]. The osmotic pressure in FO can 

provide much greater driving force than the hydraulic pressure in RO, thus may offer higher water 

flux [11]. Moreover, another outstanding character of FO is viable in a wider range than RO, as it 

can handle more concentrated saline solutions. On the other hand, the drawbacks of FO are the use 

of highly concentrated draw solution is imperative in the process, which adds extra cost. Also, 

although the solute can be recovered and reused, more efforts need to be made to separate the solute 

and water, which attracts increase energy requirement and capital cost. 

 

2.2.3 Membrane distillation (MD) 

 

MD is a thermal driven process. The temperature difference across the membrane generates vapour 

pressure gradient, which can drive the vapour molecules transfer through the membrane. A 

schematic of MD process shown in Figure 2.2 (B), the pore of the membrane allows the formation 

of a meniscal liquid/vapor interface, from where the water vapor can diffuse through the membrane, 

while the non-volatile salt is retained on the feed side. The fresh water can be collected on the 

permeate side by condensation of water vapour. To increase the efficiency of desalination, water on 

the permeate side is removed from the system during operating as direct contact MD, air gap MD, 

vacuum MD and sweeping gas MD [12, 13]. Among these, vacuum membrane distillation is 

operated by maintaining the permeate side at vacuum to enhance the driving force. It is deemed to 

be the best option when the volatiles need to be eliminated from the feed side. In general, the 

membranes used in the MD process must be porous and hydrophobic to avoid wetting the pores by 

liquid [14, 15]. No capillary condensation should happen inside the pores during operation and only 

vapour can pass through the pores.  
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Figure 2.2 Schematics of reverse osmosis (A), membrane distillation (B) and pervaporation (C) 

desalination processes at the scale by which governing separation mechanisms operate [16]. 

Currently, MD is considered to be an alternative to the existing widely used desalination RO 

process. It offers several advantages such as reduced operation space, milder operating conditions 

and less tendency of membrane fouling [17]. MD can achieve 100% salt rejection at atmospheric 

pressure and low temperature. Since it is not a pressure driven process as RO, the theoretical 

potential of fouling is lower. However, MD is susceptible to scaling by calcium carbonate and 

calcium sulphates [18], which is another form of membrane fouling. Further, there is a need to 

condense the water vapour which diffuses from the feed side to the permeate side. Therefore, MD 

processes are likely to use more energy than RO processes, as condensation consumes more energy 

than pumping seawater to high pressures. 

 

The application of MD is still limited in industry because of its low water flux and energy 

efficiency.  As MD is a thermal driven process, by increasing the temperature in the feed side 

likewise increases the vapour pressure difference from the feed side to the permeate side, thus 

increasing water fluxes. Hence, the problem of low energy efficiency can be solved by tapping into 

using waste heat or other heat sources. For instance, Kim et al. [19] presented a solar-assisted MD 

configuration, where solar energy was collected during solar-peak hours and utilized to maintain the 

feed seawater temperature. The annual solar fraction was reported to be 77%. Heat recovery was 

further applied in this system, which means to employ the heat from permeate and brine streams to 

heat feed water. It was observed that the thermal energy consumption reduced by 43% compared to 

conventional designs, and thus highlighting the technical and economical feasibility of MD 

desalination.  
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2.2.4 Pervaporation (PV) 

 

PV is also a thermally driven process similar to MD, and commonly used for organic dehydration 

[20]. Contrary to MD process, where the membrane is merely used as a device to facilitate the 

formation of meniscal liquid/vapor interface, the properties of PV membrane material play a 

significant role in separation. In PV, separation is achieved by the preferential transport of one of 

the components in the feed solution due to its higher affinity to the membrane [11]. While 

hydrophobic membrane is applicable in MD to produce meniscus interface, hydrophilic membranes 

are favourable in PV. By using hydrophilic membranes, water is transport through the membrane by 

the sorption-diffusion mechanism [21]. Firstly, water in the solution is preferentially adsorbed on 

the membrane surface, followed by selective access to the pore entrance and diffusion through the 

membrane. Vacuum is usually employed on the permeate side while atmospheric pressure is 

maintained on the feed side to create the driving force. The permeate water then evaporates due to a 

low pressure on the permeate side and desorbs from the membrane. Finally, the permeate water 

vapor is condensed in a cold atmosphere downstream. The pressure on the permeate side is then 

kept at low pressure by a vacuum pump followed by condensing the water vapor into liquid, thus 

the driving force is maintained during desalination via PV process. The rejection of pervaporation 

for desalination is expected to be close to 100% [11, 22] since hydrated salt ions are non-volatile 

and only free water molecules can transport and then condense in the permeate collector.  

 

2.3 Membrane process performance and discussion 

 

The current gold standard membrane-based system for desalination is reverse osmosis (RO) [23-25]. 

RO membranes have undergone large development in the 1980s and 1990s which has yielded 

significant technological improvements. This technology has been transferred to the industry and is 

currently considered a mature technology. It is therefore envisaged that RO membrane 

improvements are going to be minor, as major breakthroughs occurred 30 years ago. Table 2.1 lists 

the membrane types, testing conditions and performance of RO membranes. Both organic and 

inorganic membranes have been prepared and tested under various conditions. The best RO 

membranes are polyamide membranes which have been extensively used in desalination plants, and 

newly researched RO membranes have achieved high fluxes of ~42 kg m
-2

 h
-1

 for processing 

seawater whilst delivering very high salt rejections >99% [26]. Other recent works have reported 

relatively similar performances using novel hybrid organic-inorganic membranes, yet these were 

tested at a much lower salt concentration (0.2 wt%) which is significantly below the typical salt 
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concentration of seawater (3.5 wt%). It is also observed novel RO membranes based on mixed 

matrix membranes (MMM), containing both polymer and inorganic phase, where the latter included 

nano-silicas and zeolites. 

Table 2.1– RO membranes, testing conditions and performance. 

Membrane materials Testing 

conditions 

Feed 

conc. 

Water flux 

(kg m
-2

 h
-1

) 

Rejection 

(%) 

Stability 

test 

Ref. 

Silica-polyamide 

nanocomposite 

1.72 MPa 2000 

ppm 

9.0/ 

40.8 

90.7/ 

71.7 

N/A [27] 

Organosilica membranes 25 °C 

1.15 MPa 

2000 

ppm 

14 95 N/A [28] 

Thin-film nanocomposite 

membrane containing MCM-

41 silica nanoparticles 

25 °C 

2.07 MPa 

2000 

ppm 

46.6 97.9 N/A [29] 

Nanosilica-polyamide thin film 

composite 

25 °C 

1.6 MPa 

2000 

ppm 

53 96 N/A [30] 

Thin film nanocomposite RO 

membranes loaded with 

silicate-1 nanozeolites 

25 °C 

1.6 MPa 

2000 

ppm 

66.6 96.4 Acid 

stability 

[31] 

Organosilica 25-90°C 

1.5 MPa 

2000 

ppm 

1.9×10
-7

 

m
3
/(m

2
 s) 

98 N/A [32] 

Polyamide membrane with 

hydrophilic additive 

25 °C 

5.52 MPa 

3.28 

wt% 

41.7  99.41 N/A [26] 

MFI-type zeolite 25-90°C 

0.7 MPa 

0.3 

wt% 

30 93 90 days [33] 

Polyamide membrane with 

SiO2 incorporation 

28 °C 

4.4 MPa 

11000 

ppm 

50 98 N/A [34] 

 

Akin to RO, FO processes are attracting major interest from the research community lately, and a 

list of FO membranes, testing conditions and performance is given in Table 2.2. FO membranes are 

generally polymeric, though there are some initial work reported on MMM and inorganic 

membranes. The results are varied, though none have shown satisfying results for seawater (NaCl 

3.5 wt%) processing. FO is a simple process, not requiring pumps for high pressure operation, and 

therefore attractive for industrial operations. Hence, FO uses the osmotic pressure to draw water 
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from the feed side to the permeate side, also known as the draw side. FO membranes have also been 

reported for alcohol dehydration [35] and water treatment [36, 37]. In principle, FO can be used for 

desalination although the draw solution cannot contain NaCl, possibly a sugar solution to increase 

the osmotic pressure for water to diffuse from the seawater feed side to the draw solution (permeate) 

side of the membrane. The problem here is that there is still a need for a second step to separate 

water from the draw solute, possibly using RO membranes, which increases capital and operating 

costs. Therefore, FO process for desalination may not be attractive. 

Table 2.2 – FO membranes, testing conditions and performance. 

Membrane materials Testing 

conditions 

Feed (draw) 

conc. 

Water flux 

(kg m
-2

 h
-1

) 

Rejection 

(%) 

Stability 

test 

Ref. 

Polybenzimidazole (PBI) 22.5 °C 

 

DI water 

(2.0 M) 

3.84 97.3 N/A [38] 

PBI 23 °C 

 

DI water 

(5.0 M) 

32.4 99.5 N/A [39] 

PBI-PES 23 °C 

 

DI water 

(5.0 M) 

24.2 90 N/A [40] 

Cellulose acetate 22 °C 

 

DI water 

(5.0 M) 

48.2 86.5 N/A [41] 

Polyamide 22 °C 

 

Seawater  

(2.0 M) 

13.5 91.4 N/A [42] 

Polyamide 23 °C 

 

Seawater  

(2.0 M) 

17 91 N/A [43] 

Microporous silica 

xerogels 

23 °C 

 

DI water 

(2.0 M) 

60.3 92 N/A [44] 

Zeolite-polyamide 

nanocomposite 

20 °C 

 

DI water 

(1.0 M) 

25.7 95.6 N/A [45] 

 

The less common membrane distillation (MD) process [46, 47] has also been employed for 

desalination application. Table 2.3 displays representative results for MD membranes, testing 

conditions and performance. This process has been dominated by hydrophobic polymeric 

membranes for many years, to avoid pore wetting. With the advent of nanotechnology there has 

been a resurgence of new inorganic materials and MMM membranes tested in MD processes. One 

example in carbon nanotube and graphene oxide membranes delivering high water fluxes of 36.8 
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and 97 kg m
-2

 h
-1

, respectively, together with high salt rejections >99%, though testing conditions of 

temperature and feed salt concentration were varied [56, 58]. 

Table 2.3 – MD membranes, testing conditions and performance. 

Membrane materials Testing 

conditions 

Feed conc. 

 

Water flux 

(kg m
-2

 h
-1

) 

Rejection 

(%) 

Stability 

test 

Ref. 

Carbon nanotube/ 

Polypropylene composite 

80 °C 

 

10 

mg L
-1

 

19.38 99 N/A [48] 

Polyvinylidene fluoride 

(PVDF) 

30-80 °C 

 

3.5 wt% 15.2 99.98 40 h [49] 

PTFE hollow fiber 80 °C 

 

30 g/L 17.2 99.9 N/A [50] 

Nanoporous organosilica 60 °C 

 

10-150 g/L 13 99.9 N/A [51] 

Titanium oxide 

nanotubes/polyethersulfone 

65 °C 7000 ppm 15.2 98 N/A  [52] 

Microporous PVDF 25-75°C 30000 

ppm 

12 99 N/A [53] 

PVDF-PTFE nanofiber 40-70°C 3.5 wt% 

 

18.5 99.9 15 h [54] 

Titania ceramic membranes 70-90°C 0-2.0 M 

 

3.69 99 N/A [55] 

Carbon nanotube 70°C 10000 ppm 

 

36.8 99.9 60 days [56] 

PVDF hollow fiber 90°C 7.0 wt% 

 

6.4 99.9 240 h [57] 

Graphene oxide 80°C 3500/34000 

mg/L 

97/83 99.9 

 

90 days [58] 

Carbon-silica nanocomposite 25-60°C 0-35 g/L 

 

12 99 N/A [59] 

Polyethersulfone grafting 

TEOS 

35-50°C 2 wt% 10.44 99.7 N/A [60] 
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Table 2.4 – Pervaporation membranes, testing conditions and performance. 

Membrane materials Testing 

conditions 

Feed 

conc. 

Water flux 

(kg m
-2

 h
-1

) 

Rejection 

(%) 

Stability 

test 

Ref. 

Porous alumina and silica 

membranes 

25°C 

7 bar 

3.5 

wt% 

1.8 98 5 h [61] 

Triethylammonium bromide 

Carbonised template silica 

25°C 

1 bar 

3.5 

wt% 

3 97 N/A [62] 

Hybrid carbon silica 1 bar 

25°C 

0.3-3.5 

wt% 

3.7 98.5 12 h [63] 

Acid catalysed cobalt oxide 

silica 

1 bar 

25°C 

1 wt% 1.8 99.9 570 h [64] 

MFI zeolite 1 bar 

75°C 

0.3 

wt% 

11.5 99 560 h [65] 

Zeolite 1 atm 

93°C 

100 

mg/L 

2.5 97.5 N/A [66] 

Zeolite clinoptilolite-

phosphate composite 

1 atm 

95°C 

1400 

ppm 

15 95 N/A [67] 

Polysulfone composite with 

Poly(vinyl alcohol) coating 

1 atm 

70°C 

30000 

ppm 

7.4 99.9 N/A [68] 

Acid-base catalysed cobalt 

oxide silica 

1 atm 

60°C 

3.5 

wt% 

31.5 90 N/A [69] 

P123 Carbonised template 

silica 

1 atm 

60°C 

0.3 

wt% 

8.5 99.5 250 h [70] 

Cellulose 1 atm 

25°C 

40 g/L 5.97 99.7 N/A [71] 

Silica membrane 1 atm 

25°C 

40000 

ppm 

2.6 99.9 N/A [72] 

Mesoporous TiO2 membrane 1 atm 

75°C 

0.3 

wt% 

10.5 99 350 h [73] 

Poly(vinyl alcohol) with 

zeolite loading 

30 mbar 

40°C 

3.5 

wt% 

3.45 97.6 N/A [74] 

 

Pervaporation (PV) is also a low grade energy technique as it operates relatively well at low feed 

temperatures (<90 °C) and generally only vacuum is required at the permeate side. PV membranes 
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as summarized in Table 2.4 are mainly polymeric, though recently there have been a limited 

number of papers using a variety of ceramic type membranes, including silica, titania and zeolites. 

Water fluxes are generally low, though there has been a current trend of flux improvement towards 

values of or in excess of 10 kg m
-2

 h
-1

. Novel inorganic membranes have been reported using hybrid 

materials (i.e. silica and carbon) and generally have microporous structures [62, 63, 70], though 

titania membranes with mesoporous structures are also applied in membranes [73]. Salt rejections 

are generally high >95%. 

 

All of these technologies are viable, albeit at different scales, and their utilisation depends on 

production volume, energy consumption and feed water characteristics. In terms of research, RO 

offers marginal improvements whilst FO industrial application for desalination is questionable. MD 

and PV are very similar processes, and novel PV membranes are now attracting the interest of the 

research community. Though the most accepted application of PV membrane process is 

water/solvent separation, its potential for desalination has emerged and been proven by many 

studies as summarized in Table 2.4. Similar to MD, pervaporation is also a low-grade energy 

technique as it operates well at low feed temperatures (<90 °C) though it requires a system to 

maintain the water vapour pressure low and a condenser in the permeate side. As a result, PV has 

higher energy consumption than the high pressure required for the RO process. However, RO 

cannot process brines or sea waters with NaCl concentration higher than 5% as osmotic pressures 

become too prohibitive due to limitation of pressure loading on engineering equipment. Contrary to 

this, PV membranes can process even higher brine concentrations of 15% and there are a number of 

opportunities for processing salty waters in dry areas around the world, in addition of dewatering 

mineral brines such as lithium and potash brines. Although PV desalination application is still at its 

infancy, promising results have emerged that warrant further research focusing on preparation of 

membranes that offering high water fluxes. For instance, improvements in water flux have been 

realised in the last 10 years, as initial values for silica derived membranes have increased from ~1 to 

10 kg m
-2

 h
-1

. These improvements were attributed to novel silica or mixed (metal oxide or carbon) 

silica films. This is an area that is not well explored in the literature and further research is 

warranted. There are potential improvements envisaged by changing silica precursors, sol-gel 

process and membrane fabrication to advance knowledge in this area. This is one of main gaps in 

literature, and forms the basis of research in this thesis. 
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2.4 Silica sol-gel 

 

2.4.1 Sol gel reaction and synthesis 

 

The synthesis of ceramic membranes by sol-gel process was first reported by Burggraaf and co-

workers in 1984 [75] and received extensive attention. Later, the sol-gel method was applied by 

Asaeda and Burggraaf groups to prepare microporous silica membranes in 1986 [76-78]. Since 

then, sol-gel method has been widely used to prepare microporous inorganic membranes [79-84]. 

 

In a typical homogeneous sol-gel process, a silica alkoxide precursor (for example, TEOS) 

undergoes hydrolysis and condensation reactions in the presence of a mineral acid or base as a 

catalyst to produce a microporous silica matrix. The following general reactions describe the typical 

sol-gel process: 

 

Hydrolysis reaction: 

              (Eq. 1) 

 

Polymerisation/Condensation reaction:  

        (Eq. 2) 

          (Eq. 3) 

 

Firstly, hydrolysis reaction occurs (Eq. 1). During this process, the alkoxy groups of silica precursor 

are hydrolyzed by water to hydroxyl groups via silanol bonds (Si–OH) and the alcohol as 

byproducts. This is followed by condensation reactions, where the silanol bonds further react with 

either an alkoxy group (alcohol condensation; Eq. 2) or another silanol group (water condensation; 

Eq. 3) to produce siloxane bonds (Si–O–Si) and the by-products alcohol (ROH) or water, 

respectively. Since alkoxysilanes are insoluble in water, a mutual co-solvent, such as alcohol is 

usually used to form a homogeneous sol solution [85, 86]. 

 

The sol-gel synthesis conditions, including the type and concentrations of alkoxysilane, catalyst, co-

solvent (water and alcohol), temperature and reaction time can significantly affect the degree of 

hydrolysis of a monomer, the extent of branching, and the rates and mechanisms of hydrolysis and 

Si OR + H2O
Hydrolysis

Esterification
Si OH + R OH

Si OR + SiHO
Alcohol Condensation

Alcoholysis
Si O + R OHSi

Si OH + SiHO
Water Condensation

Siloxane Hydrolysis
Si O +Si H2O
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condensation reactions [85, 87]. Under different preparation conditions, the morphology of the 

resultant silica polymeric chains in the sol can be predominately linear, highly branched, or various 

degree of both polymeric species. Weakly branched sols are relatively easy to densify, thus after 

drying and calcination, microporous structure with pore sizes of 2-4 Å is obtained [88]. In contrast, 

highly condensed silica sols densify into small clusters with larger (> 2 nm) intercluster pores 

forming mesoporous structures [88]. It has been shown by many studies that using a base catalyst or 

increasing water content in the sol-gel process can increase the proportion of mesopores due to the 

formation of highly branched silica chains [89]. On the other hand, silica matrix synthesized under 

very acidic conditions and low H2O/silica ratios are microporous. The structure of the membrane 

and the resultant gas permeation and separation properties are thus highly controllable by adjusting 

the synthesis conditions. The drying conditions are also very important in deciding the final pore 

structure and properties of the silica gels and membranes [79, 84, 90]. Due to the differences in 

drying rate, the properties of the bulk xerogels and membranes are generally incongruent. However, 

as confirmed by Nair et al. the properties of the gel can give a qualitative indication of the thin film 

membrane structure [91]. 

 

2.4.2 Sol gel pH effects 

 

In most cases, the polymeric sol of microporous silica membranes is prepared from acid catalyzed 

sol-gel process, since acid catalysis favors the formation of long-chained weakly-branched silica. In 

the case of acid catalyzed reaction, the hydrolysis proceeds through electrophilic attack of the H
+
 

ion [92]. This causes a decrease in reactivity as the number of –OR groups on the Si decreases with 

the progress of hydrolysis. Complete hydrolysis of silicon to Si(OH)4 is thus limited and the 

condensation reaction will start before the hydrolysis has been completed. Acid-catalyzed 

condensation is believed to take place via protonated silanol species [85]. Since Si–O groups are 

strongly electron withdrawing (even stronger than –OH groups), the preferred reaction sites for 

condensation are the most basic silanol bonds on monomers or weakly branched oligomers [86]. As 

a result of this, an acid catalyzed sol creates long chains of siloxane bonds, forming a weakly 

branched polymer. 

 

Conversely, base catalysis favors the formation of highly branched silica. In the case of base 

catalyzed reaction, the hydrolysis proceeds through the nucleophilic substitution of OH
-
 ion, which 

leads to an increase in reactivity as the number of –OR groups decrease with the hydrolysis process 

[85]. The preferred reaction sites for condensation are the most acidic (most likely deprotonated) 

silanol bonds of the Q
3
 Si atoms [86], where n (0, 1, 2, 3 or 4) in Q

n
 represents the number of Si–O–
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Si linkages. Besides, alcoholysis (reverse of Eq. 2.2) is much faster under base catalysis than acid 

catalysis and favors reaction of Q
1
 silica groups. In this way a base catalyzed sol can contain 

significant amounts of silica monomers constantly forming and reforming. This process is known as 

Ostwald ripening, which allows the structure to settle into its most thermodynamically favored 

configuration with as many siloxane bonds as possible, thereby creating a highly branched silica 

network [88]. 

 

Other important sol-gel synthesis effects include H2O:Si ratio. Condensation reactions are inhibited 

by preparing sols with low H2O:Si ratio [93], which leads to weakly branched polymeric sols 

system and therefore forming materials with micropores of molecular dimension. Silica becomes 

extremely microporous under low pH and low H2O:silica ratios [89] because hydrolysis reaction is 

slow, hence, the propensity to form shorter and weakly branched structure is much greater under 

this condition. Nevertheless, the ability of the polymers to pack and rearrange while gel shrinkage 

occurs at the drying stage is also very important in the final structural properties of the membrane. 

For examples, the textural of silica gels could also be controlled by the extent of gel shrinkage and 

collapse of the gel network. It has been reported that porosity, surface area and pore size could 

increase monotonically with aging time employed to grow the fractal species prior to film 

deposition [94]. 

 

2.4.3 Silica Hydrostability 

 

A major drawback of silica membranes is that they are not hydrothermally stable due to its 

hydrophilic surface. It has been reported by many groups that after treatment with steam or low 

grade heating, both permeance and selectivity of silica membranes showed great degree of 

reduction [95-100], which hinders their industrial application. The mechanism of material 

instability is not trivial. Firstly, the H2O molecules are attracted to the hydrophilic silica surfaces 

decorated with silanol groups promoting rehydration and recondensation of neighbouring siloxane 

bonds, which leads to reconstruction of the matrix [101]. Duke et al. [102] proposed that the mobile 

silica produced by rehydration of siloxane groups during reconstruction prefer to move from the 

larger pores towards the smaller pores due to a lower surface energy. Thus after recondensation 

reactions, the smaller pores are blocked while larger pores are widened, leading to a loss in 

membrane performance (lower salt rejection) as reported by Duke and co-workers for wet gas 

streams. 

 

Several strategies have been employed and reported to improve the hydrothermal stability of silica 
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membranes with various degree of success. In carbon templating method [103-105], organic 

precursors or surfactant were employed to introduce carbon templates into the silica matrix. Organic 

precursors, which including terminal alkyl groups, such as ≡Si–CH3 or organic bridges, such as Si–

CH2–CH2–Si in their structure, can offer increased hydrophobicity to the surface of the matrix. As a 

result, water adsorbed on the surface is reduced and thus restructuring of the silica matrix is 

minimised. Contrary to the strategies of organosilica precursors, carbon templating by surfactant 

incorporation of non-covalently bonded in the silica matrix has also been reported [106]. Surfactant 

templates were introduced during the sol-gel process and then calcined under vacuum or inert 

conditions to preserve the carbon remains in the silica matrix, which can limit the rehydration and 

recondensation reaction of siloxane bonds and consequently increase their hydrothermal stability 

[102]. Although the carbon templating is a very effective way, it cannot be applied at high 

temperatures or in oxidising conditions where chemical changes can occur in the carbon moieties in 

the matrix [107, 108]. 

 

Metal doping is another method to improve the hydrothermal stability of silica membranes. In this 

method, metal can be introduced into silica matrix by packing transition metals, such as Ni [109], 

Co [110-116] and Nb [117-120] in the silica matrix or by adding another ceramic component, such 

as Ti, Al and Zr to form mixed-matrix oxides [121-123]. It has been reported that the improvement 

in hydrothermal stability by combining with other ceramics (such as Zr and Ti) is due to the 

formation of Si–O–M bonds, which are less susceptible to hydrolysis [123, 124]. On the other hand, 

the improvement in the stability by transition metals is believed to be the result of a reinforcing 

effect induced by metals or metal oxides particles encapsulated in the silica network, for example, 

in the case of Ni/NiO nanoparticles [109]. The downside of using this method is the possibility of 

metal leaching into the permeate water and the use of expensive metal as a starting material. 

 

A further strategy is to change the silica precursor. One example is ES40, an oligomer of ethyl 

polysilicate from partially pre-hydrolysed TEOS as shown in Figure 2.3. ES40 is composed of a 

mixture of linear, branched and cyclic ethyl polysilicate and has five silicon atoms in average thus 

can produce 40 wt% SiO2 after sol-gel process [125, 126]. It is manufactured from industrial 

alcohol containing water, while TEOS is manufactured using absolute alcohol and the silica content 

is only 28 wt% [127]. Therefore, ES40 is more favorable in industrial applications due to its lower 

price and higher silica content compared to TEOS, and it has been investigated by many groups 

[125-130]. Mrowiec-Białon and coworkers used ES40 instead of TEOS in the synthesis of 

heteropolyacid-silica composite catalysts and produced a preferable structure with larger surface 

areas and pore volume than their TEOS counterparts [131]. The presence of larger porosity in the 
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case of ES40 can be explained by the fact that, due to the greater degree of random crosslinking 

between the comparatively larger precursor molecules, there is more steric hindrance effect in the 

ES40-derived sol-gel product and thus prevented further densification during the thermal process. 

As a result, a more open silica network is formed. In another work, ES40 xerogels and aerogels 

were analysed by 
29

Si NMR and small-angle X-ray scattering method, showing a high concentration 

of Q
3
 and Q

4
 species indicating a further degree of crosslinking and siloxane bridges [132]. In these 

reports, the reduction of silanol formation provides research opportunities to improve the 

hydrostability of silica membranes. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Chemical structures of TEOS and the ES40. 

 

2.5 Silica membranes 
 

2.5.1 Asymmetric membranes 

 

Asymmetric membranes are prepared based on the principle of stacking smaller colloids (-alumina) 

on top of larger colloids (-alumina), a membrane’s support. As shown in Figure 2.4, this 

preparation method produces layers in a way that its pore size is reduced from the bottom to the top 

layer, thus reducing flux resistance of diffusing molecules due to its large pores while providing 

integrity to the microporous thin-films [133]. Silica membranes are generally prepared as 

asymmetric membranes, which is generally composed of a thicker porous support, interlayers and 

top thin-film silica. The porous support is required to provide the mechanical stability and integrity 

to the microporous thin films [79]. The support should have the following three characters: (i) small 

pore size, (ii) low surface roughness, and (iii) low void defect concentration. The small pore sizes 

are required to avoid infiltration of the microporous ceramic into the support pores, thus minimizing 

the effective thickness of the microporous membrane layer [82]. This ensures the formation of a 

thin uniform microporous ceramic layer. In the case of large pores and voids, when they are 

emptied by evaporation by the coating of silica thin-films, the wall between adjoining pores is 

C2H5O Si
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subjected to uneven stress that can cause cracking [93]. Micro-cracks are serious membrane surface 

defects which tend to render membranes ineffective in separation processes. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Schematic of a silica asymmetric membrane. 

Alumina supports are most suitable for silica membrane preparation [134].  The problem here is that 

the pore size of -alumina substrates can be quite large; up to 0.5µm. These pores are too large for 

the coating of thin-film silica films, which are generally < 55 nm in thickness for each layer [115]. 

Therefore, substrates do not have ideal surfaces for silica thin-film deposition, thus requiring 

interlayers, which are traditionally prepared with -alumina. The role of the interlayer is to provide 

a smooth surface with smaller pores and homogeneous pore size distribution. This approach is 

known to reduce defects in the final silica membranes. Further, silica membranes are prepared with 

several thin-film layers to cover any minor defect that may occur during the deposition of each 

silica layer. Therefore, only a multi-layered system can provide a substrate which is sufficiently 

smooth and flawless to serve as a support on which an almost defect free microporous membrane 

can be made [135]. 

 

Recently, Elma and co-workers [70] reported for the first time the production of interlayer-free 

silica membranes using TEOS as a silica precursor. This was only possible by incorporating tri-

block copolymers in the silica sol-gel, which allowed for the controlled depth penetration of the sol 

into the porous substrate followed by carbonization treatment to form functional carbon silica 

membranes. In a similar interlayer-free recent development, Liu et al. [136] modified the TEOS sol-

gel synthesis by adding larger silica colloids or ‘seeds’ to a sol-gel solution which prevented the 

infiltration of the sol-gel into porous substrates. In these works, a clear advantage of interlayer-free 

technique is the reduction of membrane fabrication time and costs. Since, there are only two papers 

dealing with interlayer-free membranes in the literature, this is a research and knowledge gap that is 

in need to be addressed. 

 

Silica separation layer 

(microporous)

Intermediate layer

(mesoporous)

Substrate layer

(macroporous)
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2.5.2 Membrane preparation 

 

Silica membranes are generally prepared using chemical vapour deposition (CVD) or the dip 

coating methods. Although delivering high quality silica films, CVD has been limited to small 

surface areas and technically challenging to scale up. The dip coating is the most common method 

used to deposit microporous layer on a porous support. It is a technically simple and easy coating 

method, though requiring a significant fundamental understanding of the sol-gel and coating 

parameters. In this method the support substrate is vertically dipped into a solution and withdrawn 

without creating surface tears or non-uniform films [79, 82, 84, 90]. The thickness of the layer 

formed is controlled by manipulating dipping time, withdrawal speed and the sol viscosity [137-

140]. 

 

There are several models describing the formation of thin films, though the most discussed model of 

predicted behaviour in silica sol-gel film formation was proposed by Brinker et al. [137]. In this 

model as schematically shown in Figure 2.5, the concentration of the deposited film increases 18-36 

folds due to evaporation. Consequently, this causes the precursors to come into close proximity 

with each other resulting in closer aggregation, then gelation and drying with significant 

reorganisation of the film matrix. During this process, chemical reaction rates increase considerably 

until gelation occurs and the film matrix continues to evolve during drying, aging and thermal 

treatment. The evaporation process is almost instantaneous due the nano dimensions of the thin film. 

Subsequently, the dip coated supports are usually dried under controlled conditions, first to 

evaporate any solvent remaining in the pores of the layer formed and the support layer, and then 

calcined at the required temperature. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Schematic of the steady state sol gel dip coating process [137]. 
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The calcination method that is generally reported in literature for silica membranes involves 

increasing the temperature slowly from room temperature up to 600 or 650 ºC, maintaining at the 

high temperature for 1 to 4 hours (dwell-time), and then reducing to room temperature. The 

ramping and cooling down rates are generally between 0.5 to 1 ºC min
-1

. This is known as 

conventional thermal processing (CTP), which has been extensively used for the preparation of 

silica derived membranes regardless of the research applications [51, 64, 69, 119, 136, 141]. CTP 

technique uses very slow ramping and cooling down rates as rapid changes in temperature may 

cause thermal stresses, thus resulting in the undesirable effect of cracking films during the 

calcination method. As membranes generally have 2 interlayers, and 4 to 6 silica layers, where each 

layer is dip-coated and calcined each time, CTP derived silica membranes may take from 10 to 14 

days to prepare. This is seen as a major bottleneck for manufacturing of silica membranes because 

of adding several processing stages and increasing processing costs. 

 

In 2010, Schillo et al. [142] reported for the first time a rapid thermal processing (RTP) technique 

using tungsten-halogen lamps with heating rates of > 100 °C s
-1

. The RTP was applied for the 

fabrication of thin γ-alumina membrane layers and did not induce layer cracking. In 2012, Kappert 

et al. [143] also reported success for TEOS derived silica membranes using rapid heating rates 

whereby the coated membrane was either placed directly into a preheated furnace or was placed on 

a hot plate. Yet, despite these promising results, CTP still dominates the research landscape and 

significant work is still required to establish RTP as a credible alternative synthesis route [144]. In 

these initial studies, small scale flat membrane geometries to ensure homogenous heating rates was 

used whilst scale up production was perceived as technically challenging.  

 

The first report on scale up RTP silica membranes was published in 2013 by Wang et al. [144]. The 

authors prepared RTP silica derived membranes doped with cobalt oxide in tubular geometries, 

which was achieved by changing the silica precursor from TEOS to ES40. The first RTP report was 

a hybrid RTP couple with intermittent CTP technique, where membranes were produced in 2 days 

on top of interlayer supports. Subsequent work by the same authors published in the same area in 

2014 [145] has shown improvements using ES40 silica sol-gel via RTP only. Both of these RTP 

studies reported that the integrity of the silica thin film was attributed to the robustness of ES40-

derived matrices, and thus was able to achieve high quality membranes with good gas separation 

efficiency. Despite the supports used to prepare the membranes in these works contained γ–alumina 

interlayers, the studies not only demonstrated the versatility of RTP techniques but also the scale-up 

potential of the membrane processing technology. This is another research area where development 
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in the RTP technology is highly required to further bridge the knowledge gaps in the literature for 

industrial deployment. 

 

2.6 Summary 

 

Water scarcity is a major global problem which is driving research and development for 

desalination technology. The outdated thermal technologies are now loosing desalination market to 

the new membrane technology spearheaded by RO membranes. Less conventional membrane 

technologies are now gathering pace as evidenced by improvements in FO and MD/PV 

technologies. FO still requires further downstream processing to separate water from sugars or other 

draw agents, hence is not as promising as PV for desalination. PV membranes can be either 

polymeric or inorganic, whilst the former does not offer significant improvements. Inorganic 

membranes reported thus far are mainly silica and zeolite membranes, or hybrid silica with carbon 

or metal oxides. The water fluxes of zeolite membranes are still too low for any desalination 

application. However, PV silica derived membranes have been improving with water fluxes 

increasing by one order of magnitude in the last 10 years. This is an area that offers significant 

improvements for further development, and thus presents a research gap in the literature. It is 

expected that novel silica structures, or silica membrane preparation processes can open an 

opportunity of innovation and research gains. 

 

Lately, there have been two very recent developments in silica membranes, namely: (i) rapid 

thermal processing (RTP) and (ii) interlayer-free silica membranes. Silica derived membranes are 

generally prepared via a conventional thermal processing (CTP), where the calcination process 

follows a very slow ramping and cooling rates (≤ 1 ºC min
-1

) to avoid thermal stress, which leads to 

membrane defects and thus render the membranes ineffective in separation processes. In terms of 

silica membranes for separation processes, there are only three papers reporting the use of RTP 

method in literature, where the silica films were coated on supports containing interlayers. The RTP 

method was only possible by replacing TEOS with ES40 (with cobalt oxide doping) as the silica 

precursor. A major advantage of the RTP method is the reduction of silica membrane fabrication 

time, from 10-14 days to less than 1 day. Likewise, there are only two papers interlayer-free silica 

membranes using TEOS and cobalt oxide or triblock copolymers. Hence, another gap in knowledge 

is the production of interlayer-free silica membranes using the RTP method, which could 

significantly lower the production time to a few hours only. 
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ES40 is a better silica precursor for the RTP method due to its partially-condensed silica backbone 

chains, thus much stronger to cope with the thermal stresses than the TEOS. Based on the growing 

interest on ES40-derived xerogels and composite membranes, it opens up a new research avenue 

into the investigation in the synthesis of robust silica membranes using ES40 via RTP technique. 

Since this area is still at its infancy and there is currently no work being carried out on the pure 

ES40 membranes, there is still a vast amount of knowledge required to be gained and understood on 

ES40 sol-gel methods. Hence, the study of structure-property-performance relationship of ES40-

derived xerogels and membranes is novel with enormous potentials in tailoring and improving the 

properties of membranes for desalination applications. Therefore, it is postulated that interlayer-free 

silica membranes with high desalination performance can be prepared by the RTP method using 

ES40 as precursor. 
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3 FUNDAMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SOL-GEL 

PROCESS OF ETHYL SILICATE 40 
 

 

Introduction 

 

This chapter aims to investigate the ethyl silicate 40 (ES40) sol-gel process using water as 

hydrolyzing agent and ethanol as co-solvent. Both homogeneous and phase-separated sol-gel 

evolutions were followed by FTIR. The effect of reaction temperature and H2O/Si ratios on the sol-

gel processing and the physico-chemical properties of the produced silica xerogels were 

systematically studied. 

 

Contribution 

 

It is demonstrated for the first time the fundamental study of the ES40 sol-gel process in both 

miscible and immiscible regions in the ES40-EtOH-H2O ternary phase diagram. It was found that 

hydrolysis and condensation reactions occurred from the interface of the phase-separated system. 

The degree of sol-gel evolution was evaluated by the relative peak area ratios of silanol to siloxane 

groups calculated from FTIR spectra, which showed that high temperature promoted ES40 sol-gel 

process and production of microporous structure whilst mesoporous silica xerogels were obtained 

when the reaction was carried out at 25 °C due to the lower dry stress and cage formation from the 

oligomer silica precursor ES40. High H2O/Si ratios encouraged faster sol-gel process and larger 

porosity of the product, because H2O is the hydrolyzing agent in the reactions and phase separation 

induced by high H2O/Si ratio reduced the proximity of the reactive species, thus facilitating further 

reactions and formation of lager pores. This work was published in Scientific Report as: 

S.N. Wang, D.K. Wang, S. Smart, J.C.D. da Costa, Ternary Phase-Separation Investigation 

of Sol-Gel Derived Silica from Ethyl Silicate 40, Sci. Rep., 5, 2015, 1-11. 
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Ternary Phase-Separation Investigation of Sol-Gel Derived Silica from 

Ethyl Silicate 40 

*Reproduced in part with permission form Shengnan Wang, David K. Wang, Simon Smart and 

João C. Diniz da Costa, Sci. Rep., 5, 2015, 1-11. 

 

Abstract 

A ternary phase-separation investigation of the ethyl silicate 40 (ES40) sol-gel process was 

conducted using ethanol and water as the solvent and hydrolysing agent, respectively. This 

oligomeric silica precursor underwent various degrees of phase separation behaviour in solution 

during the sol-gel reactions as a function of temperature and H2O/Si ratios. The solution 

composition within the immiscible region shows that the hydrolysis and condensation reactions of 

the ES40 phase-separated sol-gel decreased with decreasing reaction temperature. A mesoporous 

structure was obtained at low temperature due to weak drying forces from slow solvent evaporation 

on one hand and formation of unreacted ES40 cages in the other. Contrary to dense silica structures 

obtained from sol-gel reactions in the miscible region, higher microporosity was conferred through 

a phase-separated sol-gel system by using high H2O/Si ratios. Silica structural microporosity was 

easily tuned by changing reactant ratios, thus allowing the most reactive species close proximity. 

This tailoring process facilitated further condensation reactions and crosslinking of silica chains, 

which coupled with stiffening of the network, made it more resistant to compression and 

densification. The larger pores obtained in phase-separated sol-gel system were attributed to the 

concentration of the reactive sites around the phase-separated interface, which enhanced the 

condensation and crosslinking. Combined with weaker drying stresses from slower solvent 

evaporation, this reduced network shrinkage and produced larger pores. Hence, texture properties of 

the xerogels prepared from phase-separated solutions can also be easily tuned by changing reactant 

ratios. 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Silica porous materials have attracted growing scientific interest due to their unique properties in 

terms of large surface area, thermal stability and chemical inertness and consequently have found 

diverse applications in absorption,[1] catalysis,[2] energy[3] and separation applications.[4] The 
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silica sol-gel method generally comprises of reacting a silica precursor in the presence of solvents 

and catalysts by the well-established hydrolysis and condensation reactions. Here, the reactant ratios, 

pH of the solution, reaction temperature, and nature of silica precursor all affect the reaction 

mechanisms and kinetics [5, 6] and the final xerogel structure. To effectively tailor the porosity of 

xerogels by the sol-gel method, it is necessary to understand how the reactions influence the porous 

structure formation, arising from the formation of silanol (Si-OH) groups via hydrolysis and 

siloxane (Si-O-Si) bridges via the condensation reaction. 

The use of Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is widely used for examining the 

evolution of the silica frameworks through their functional groups in a sol-gel reaction system,[7-10] 

and xerogel characterisation.[11-13] However, FTIR analysis of aqueous silica sol-gel is seldom 

reported. In a few examples, Tejedor-Tejedor et al. monitored the hydrolysis and condensation 

reactions of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) under rich water conditions and suggested that the 

hydrolysis is a first-order reaction.[14] In another work, Jiang et al. investigated the activation 

energy and Arrhenius factor of the hydrolysis of methyltriethoxysilane under different 

temperatures.[15] Further, Neville et al. followed the sol-gel process of methyltrimethoxysilane by 

measuring the peak intensity variation of silanol (Si-OH) groups generated from hydrolysis and 

siloxane bridges (Si-O-Si) from condensation and in so doing, introduced the silica particle growth 

mechanism.[16] These studies strongly suggest that FTIR is a strong characterisation tool for 

assessing the silica sol-gel process. 

ES40 is a partially-condensed form of TEOS, with five silicon atoms per molecular on average, thus 

providing higher silica content but lower solubility in aqueous solutions. ES40 became more 

attractive in recent years due to higher silica productivity thus making this silica precursor 

economically desirable for a range of applications. Of particular attention, ES40 xerogels delivered 

superior thermal stability than analogous TEOS xerogels.[17] Recently, Wang et al. produced an 

ES40-derived silica/cobalt membrane by rapid thermal processing techniques which showed 

superior performance as membranes films that otherwise could not be achieved with TEOS.[18] 

ES40 has also been found to improve the hydrothermal stability of silicas when prepared at high 

water and low ethanol contents.[19] Considering these desirable aspects, it is important to study the 

ES40 sol-gel process in order to better tailor materials. 

In principle, the preparation of homogeneous solutions is preferable when using the silica sol-gel 

method, particularly when it involves thin film coating and / or controlling the porous structure. 

However, in this work we show that, under our testing conditions, ES40 tends to form a 

heterogeneous two phase system induced by phase separation behaviour. Therefore, this work 
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investigates the sol-gel process leading to the formation of porous silica, in contrast to previous 

work with homogeneous ES40 sol-gel leading to extremely microporous or ultimately dense silica. 

The evolution of the phase-separated ES40 sol-gel method is studied as a function of reaction 

temperatures and molar ratios of water to ES40 (H2O/ES40). 

 

3.2 Experimental 

ES40 was purchased from Colcoat Co., Japan. Ethanol (EtOH, AR grade) and all the chemicals 

were used as received. Initially, distilled reverse osmosis (RO) water was mixed with ethanol and 1 

M nitric acid (HNO3) to obtain solution with pH~1. Then ES40 was added to the mixture dropwise 

under stirring in an ice bath and the molar ratio of the reactants Si (ES40): H2O: EtOH was kept at 4: 

140: 15, hence for this sample, H2O/Si is 35. After stirring for 10 mins, the solution was kept 

undisturbed in an open Schott bottle and dried in oven at varying temperatures of 25, 40 or 60 °C 

for 96 h. As soon as stirring ceased, the mixture developed into two phases. The evolution of the 

sample was investigated by characterising aliquots taken from each phase at varying drying times. 

A series of samples prepared from different molar ratios of H2O to Si (35, 22, 11 and 3.5) were also 

studied.  

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy characterization was performed with a Shimadzu 

IRAffinity-1 with a Pike MIRacle diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) attachment. The 

analysis was performed over a wavenumber range of 4000–600 cm
-1

. Background subtraction and 

peak deconvolution of the spectra were performed using the Fityk program. Samples were analyzed 

in both the sol-gel and xerogel states. The contribution of ethanol solvent in the sol-gel samples was 

removed from the FTIR spectra by normalizing against the pure ethanol spectrum using the 

characteristic peak ~870 cm
-1

 for the ethanol and then followed by background subtraction.[14] To 

cross-check this procedure, no absorption peaks between 3000 and 2800 cm
-1 

range attributable to 

the ethoxy groups of ethanol or TEOS precursor were observed after the background subtraction. 

This means that the contribution of ethoxy groups of the TEOS precursor between 1300 and 900 

cm
-1

 vibrational range is also negligible and that the spectra contained only the silica species. After 

this step, peak fitting analysis between 1300 and 900 cm
-1

 spectral range was performed for all the 

spectra by using a local baseline and Gaussian peaks with the square of correlation coefficient 

values ≥0.95. The same number of peaks was used in all the spectral peak fitting.
 
The half width at 

half maximum (HWHM) was fixed for each peak, while the peak position was allowed to change 

slightly to realize qualified fitting. The gravimetric analyses of the silica sol-gel solutions were 
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performed on a Shimadzu thermogravimetric analyzer TGA-50 using air flow rate of 5 mL min
-1

 at 

room temperature, 40 and 60 °C until mass loss was no longer detected. Nitrogen adsorption was 

conducted at -196 °C on a Micromeritics TriStar 3020 apparatus. Samples were degassed at 200 °C 

overnight before each measurement. The pore size distributions were determined from adsorption 

branch of the isotherms using the Density Functional Theory (DFT) model of cylindrical pores with 

oxide surfaces. 

3.3 Results and discussion 

Figure 3.1 shows the ternary phase diagram of an ES40–ethanol–water system. The red miscibility 

line which divides the diagram into miscible and immiscible regions was determined by visual 

inspection of the miscibility of mixtures. The black boundary line for TEOS is adapted from 

Brinker and Scherer without modification.[5] It is evident that ES40 exhibited a lower solubility 

than TEOS in water-ethanol mixtures as seen by the reduced miscible area in Figure 3.1. Such 

behaviour is manifested by its longer molecular chains of the precursor, as well as the ability to 

form larger silica particles during the hydrolysis and condensation sol-gel process.[18, 20] Due to 

these factors, the extent of phase separation of the growing silica species is heightened, and should 

be carefully monitored. 

 

Figure 3.1 Ternary phase diagrams of ES40–ethanol–water (red line) and TEOS–ethanol–

water system (black line) at 25 °C. 

The phase-separated sol-gel of ES40 in acidic ethanol-water solutions was characterised by ATR-

FTIR. Phase separation was obvious from the beginning of the sol-gel process as shown by the inset 

photo in Figure 3.2A. The FTIR spectrum (at time = 0) of the cloudy phase on the bottom as 

indicated on Figure 3.2A is identical with that of pure ES40 (Figure 3.2B), while the clear solution 

on the top is a mixture of only water and ethanol species. 
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Figure 3.2 FTIR spectra of (A) sol-gel solutions before drying with photo (inset) and (B) pure 

ES40, ethanol and water. 

Table 3.1 Band assignments of the FTIR vibrations of the reactants in Figure 3.2.[21-24] 

Wavenumber 

(cm
-1

) 

Vibration mode Chemicals 

~3320 ν(O-H) water, ethanol, Si-OH 

~3000-2800 ν(C-H) ethanol, Si-OCH2CH3 

~1640 δ(H-O-H) water 

~1168 ρ(CH3) Si-OCH2CH3 

~1101, 1061 νas (C-O) Si-OCH2CH3 

~1086 ν(C-C)/(C-O)  ethanol 

~1045 ρ(CH3/CH2)  ethanol 

~965 ρ(CH3) Si-OCH2CH3 

~878 ν(C-C)/(C-O)  ethanol 

~790 ν(C-O)  Si-OCH2CH3 

 

Table 3.1 summarizes the correlations between the frequencies and vibration modes based on the 

literature.[21-24] The broad peak observed at around 3320 cm
-1

 is attributed to the O-H stretching 

vibration of H2O and EtOH. The appearance of this peak is affected by environment, including the 

neighbouring network and / or hydrogen bonds connected to O-H. The weak bands located in the 
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region of 3000-2800 cm
-1

 are assigned to C-H stretching vibrations of ethanol and Si-OCH2CH3. A 

H-O-H deformation band appears exclusively at 1640 cm
-1

 in the pure H2O spectrum, which was 

used to monitor water in the samples. The peak at 878 cm
-1

 is the characteristic absorption of EtOH, 

which is assigned to C-C and C-O stretching vibrations. The C-O stretching of the silica precursor 

is associated with the absorption band at 790 cm
-1

. Numerous absorption bands appear between 

1200 cm
-1 

to 900 cm
-1

. Besides the C-O/C-C stretching vibration (1086 cm
-1

) and CH3/CH2 rocking 

(1045 cm
-1

) of EtOH, CH3 rocking (1168 and 965 cm
-1

) and C-O asymmetric stretching (1101 and 

1061 cm
-1

) of silica precursor also exhibit within this range. 

Figure 3.3 shows the FTIR spectra of the phase separated sol-gel system at different time intervals 

during the gelling stage of samples drying at 60 °C. The appearance of H-O-H deformation band at 

1640 cm
-1

 in the top phase (Figure 3.3A) and intermittently from 6 to 24 h in the bottom phase 

(Figure 3.3B) confirms the existence of water, which could be attributed to the co-solvent or a 

condensation by-product. After 24 h of gelling, the sol mixture was no longer liquid and only the 

bottom phase remained as a hard gel. This is consistent with the gradual decreasing C-H stretching 

vibrations of ethanol and water around 3000-2800 cm
-1

 due to the evaporation of solvents and the 

by-products of ethanol and water arising from hydrolysis and condensation reactions. This is 

supported by the characteristic absorption of EtOH at 878 cm
-1

, as a single peak, which also 

decreased intensity, corresponding with ethanol evaporation. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 

presence of ethanol and water species were insignificant after the initial 24 h of gelation during 

drying. 

Another important observation to be made from Figure 3.3 is that most of the absorption bands of 

silicon-containing sol-gel derived materials are located in the region of 1200 to 900 cm
-1

. The 

frequency of CH3 rocking in ES40 alkoxy groups (~965 cm
-1

) shifted to lower wavenumber (~950 

cm
-1

) in Figure 3.3B and is attributed to the replacement of Si-OCH2CH3 by Si-OH. The intensity of 

silanol groups at ~950 cm
-1

 increases with reaction time. The shape of this band became wider and 

increasingly asymmetric, implying that this band should include two constituents as previously 

reported; one at ~960 cm
-1

 corresponding to silanol and the other one at ~930 cm
-1

 attributed to the 

deprotonated form (Si-O )̄.[25] In contrast, the evolution of siloxane bands is less straight-forward 

in comparison to the silanol bands as it is overlapped by the vibration peaks attributing to ethanol 

between 1200 and 1000 cm
-1

 as shown in Figure 3.2B. However, it is noticeable that the intensity 

ratio of the 1085 cm
-1

 peak to the 1045 cm
-1

 peak is not equal to that in the pure ethanol. This ratio 

increases over time, which is exclusively associated to the more intense absorption of the siloxane 

groups due to the on-going condensation reactions. These observations agree well with previous 

reports on silica sol-gel process.[16, 26-28]  
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Figure 3.3 FTIR spectra of the (A) top phase and (B) bottom phase of ES40 sol-gel solutions at 

different drying times. 

These results indicate that ES40 sol-gel reaction did occur in the heterogeneous phase-separated 

systems. It is hypothesized that hydrolysis took place at the interface of the two phases. As the silica 

polymerization progressed, the ethoxyl groups bonded to the silica atoms (Si-OEt) in the bottom 

phase turned into hydrophilic silanol groups (Si-OH), which subsequently produced the siloxane 

groups (Si-O-Si) as evidenced by the increasing intensity of the 950 cm
-1

 and 1065 cm
-1

 peaks. 

After further condensation and solvent evaporation (ethanol and water), the sol-gel solution became 

a single phase and eventually formed xerogels after drying.  

Besides the investigation of sol-gel process at 60 °C, different temperatures during the gelling stage 

were also investigated and analysed using the same FTIR methodology. The evolution of the silica 

structure at 25, 40 and 60 °C at 9 and 72 h of drying time in the bottom phase are shown Figure 3.4 

(temporal evolution of full FTIR spectra for the 25 and 40 °C samples are supplied in ESI). As 

shown in Figure 3.4A, the spectrum only shows the pure ES40 absorption peaks at 25 °C, indicating 

no detectable reaction has taken place after 9 h, while the extent of hydrolysis at 40 and 60 °C is 

much greater as manifested by the reduced C-O vibration at ~780 cm
-1

 and the C-H stretching 

vibrations of Si-OCH2CH3 at 2800 cm
-1

, which almost vanishes after 9 h at 60 °C. In addition, the 

degree of condensation is furthered at higher temperature conditions as demonstrated by the 

broadening of the absorption peak at ~ 1150 cm
-1

 (Si-O-Si). At 72 h, as seen in Figure 3.4B, the 

condensation of silica at different drying temperatures is also different. The absorbance intensity of 

uncondensed silica species, Si-OH and Si-O
-
, at ~950 cm

-1
 is much weaker at 60 °C system 

compared to that in the 40 and 25 °C spectra. These results demonstrate that the sol-gel process in 

phase-separated system is significantly affected by reaction temperature in this study. 
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Figure 3.4 FTIR spectra of the bottom phase of ES40 sol-gel solutions after drying for (A) 9 h 

and (B) 72 h at 25, 40 and 60 °C. 

 

Figure 3.5 FTIR spectrum (dotted line) and peak deconvolution of the bottom phase for 9 h 

sample dried at 60 °C after EtOH spectral subtraction. The solid lines are summation (black) 

of the fitted peaks (grey) with an R
2
 value ≥0.995. 

Further analysis of the FTIR spectra provided meaningful information about the subtle differences 

in these phase-separated sol-gel systems by measuring the intensity of absorption corresponding to 

the various chemical species, i.e. Si-OH and Si-O-Si. In silica sol-gel process, the quantification of 

absorption peaks relating to silanol and siloxane species could provide some valuable insight into 

the extent of hydrolysis and condensation in the sol-gel process. However, due to the overlapping 

nature between the absorption peaks of ethanol and ES40 in the region of between 1200 and 1000 

cm
-1

, careful spectral subtraction was carried out to remove the contribution of the ethanol solvent 

in the initial sol-gel reaction (for times < 24 h) according to Tejedor-Tejedor et al.[14]. To perform 

a quantitative analysis, deconvolution of the peaks was used to identify various vibrations in the 
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overlapping regions. Figure 3.5 illustrates a representative example of peak deconvolution of a 

spectrum (60 °C, 9 h) after ethanol spectral subtraction and the assignment of the fitted peaks is 

summarized in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Band assignments of the FTIR vibrations of the products in Figure 3.5 [29, 30] 

Deconvoluted 

peaks 

Wavenumber 

(cm
-1

) 

Vibration mode Chemicals 

I ~1205 LO3 mode of νas(Si-O-Si) 6-ring siloxane (SiO)6 

II ~1146 LO4 mode of νas(Si-O-Si) 4-ring siloxane (SiO)4 

III ~1105 TO4 mode of νas(Si-O-Si) 4-ring siloxane (SiO)4 

IV ~1065 TO3 mode of νas(Si-O-Si) 6-ring siloxane (SiO)6 

V ~1035 νas(Si-O-Si) chain silicate 

VI ~962 ν(Si-OH) silanol 

VII ~934 ν(Si-O
-
) silica open rings 

 

As shown in Figure 3.5, peaks VI and VII are corresponding to the products of the hydrolysis 

reaction for Si-OH and Si-O
-
 bonds, respectively. While for the broad band in the region 1250 to 

1000 cm
-1

, five fitted peaks centred at ~1205, 1146, 1105, 1065 and 1035 cm
-1

 are related to 

product of condensation reaction Si-O-Si bond. According to the literature, the absorption at peak V 

(1035 cm
-1

) is characteristic of chain and sheet silicates.[14] The peaks II (1146 cm
-1

)  and III (1105 

cm
-1

) have been assigned to the longitudinal optical (LO)-transverse optical (TO) splitting modes of 

4-ring siloxane, while the other two absorption I (1205 cm
-1

) and IV (1065 cm
-1

) correspond to the 

LO-TO pair of a 6-ring network. These assignments are consistent with the report that the 

discrepancy of LO-TO splitting for 6-ring silica locates within the wavenumber boundary of 140 to 

160 cm
-1

.[29, 31] The proportion of LO mode is reported to be an indicator showing the extent of 

condensation. Primeau et al. demonstrated that the LO3 vibration mode is not observable if the sol-

gel process does not sufficiently evolve and the siloxane groups are not fully converted.[32] In our 

work, the LO3 mode at ~1205 cm
-1

 is detectable after 6 h as shown in Figure 3.3B, indicating the 

high degree of siloxane condensation.  

The ratio of the peak area originated from comparing the area of uncondensed silicon species (peaks 

VI and VII) to that from condensed silica (the dominant siloxane band IV). This can be used as an 
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indicator of the degree of hydrolysis and condensation reactions. Figure 3.6 shows the calculated 

peak area ratio as a function of reaction time at different temperatures. It can be observed from 

Figure 3.6 that the peak area ratio of Si-O(H)/Si-O-Si for all the samples increases and then 

decreases at different point in the gelling time. On a closer examination, the induction period of 

hydrolysis is significantly delayed with decreasing temperature from 6 to 25 h for the 40 and 25 °C 

samples, respectively. As such, the 25 and 40 °C samples had not completely reached equilibrium at 

the end of 96 h. This result was expected for two reasons. Firstly, sol-gel reactions are known to be 

promoted by temperature. Secondly, due to solvent evaporation, the sol-gel species are forced to 

come in close proximity which promotes chemical reactions. 

 

Figure 3.6 Comparative FTIR ratios of Si-OH to Si-O-Si as a function of time at different 

reaction temperatures (25, 40 and 60 °C) (estimated standard error = ±4%). 

More importantly, as shown in Figure 3.6, the point when the Si-OH/Si-O-Si ratio reaches a 

maximum were measured at 3, 9 and 72 h for 60, 40 and 25 °C, respectively. In other words, this 

time indicates that hydrolysis is being overtaken by condensation reactions, and thus more siloxane 

species are being generated at the expense of the silanol species regardless of their molar 

absorptivity. This further indicates that the shift in the reaction equilibrium is favoured towards the 

condensation reactions. These results demonstrate that the sol-gel process in phase-separated system 

is suppressed by low temperature due to a slower hydrolysis reaction and subsequently inhibits the 

condensation reactions. This is not so dissimilar to those reported for homogeneous TEOS derived 

silica sol-gel systems.[15, 28, 33] 

The structure properties of the resultant xerogels after calcination were studied by N2 sorption. It 

can be observed from Figure 3.7A that xerogels dried at 40 and 60 °C show Type I isotherms, 

indicating that micropores are dominant in their texture. The xerogel dried at 60 °C had an 
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adsorption isotherm which achieved saturation at a higher relative pressure than the sample dried at 

40 °C, in addition to a larger amount of N2 volume adsorbed. For the xerogel dried at 25 °C, the N2 

adsorption and desorption isotherms exhibit a type IV hysteresis loop, characteristic of a 

mesoporous structure. In addition, the DFT pore size distribution (Figure 3.7B) of the 25 °C xerogel 

exhibited a much wider profile than the others, also implying a larger pore size. These results 

illustrate that when the drying temperature decreases from 60 to 40 °C, the effect on structure 

properties is not obvious and the product is still microporous. Whereas when the temperature is 

further decreased to 25 °C, a mesoporous material is obtained.  

 

 

Figure 3.7(A) N2 adsorption (solid symbols) and desorption (open symbols) isotherms and (B) 

DFT pore size distribution of silica xerogels dried at 25, 40 and 60 °C. 

To shed further light on the structural formation of the xerogels as a function of the drying 

temperature, TGA was conducted by holding the sample at constant temperatures until completely 

dried. It can be observed from Figure 3.8A that, for the gels dried at 60 °C, a sharp weight loss 

appears after 2 h. This was much faster than for the sample dried at 25 °C, as shown in Figure 3.8B. 

The system keep losing weight due to evaporation of solvent and by-product of sol-gel reactions 

until equilibration is achieved after 4h at 60 °C or 20 h at 25 °C. The equilibration of the sol-gel 

process at 60 °C appeared at much earlier period than the 25 °C system, which is consistent with the 

FTIR results in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.8 TGA curves of silica sol-gel solutions and schematic silica matrix obtained after 

dying at 25 and 60 °C. Red circles are used to illustrate example pores. 

Figure 3.8 also shows a schematic of the ES40 sol-gel process. The mesoporous structure obtained 

at 25 °C in principle could be attributed to the much slower solvent evaporation during drying as 

confirmed by the TGA curves. It has been reported that the degree of shrinkage of silica network 

during drying depends on the relative rate of solvent evaporation and stiffening of the network,[5] 

as it is the case for TEOS derived sol-gel. As solvent evaporates, surface tension and drying stress 

created in the gel results in the collapse of the network.[34] Concomitantly, the stiffness of network 

also enhanced due to increasing crosslinking of the silica chains by sol-gel reaction and decreasing 

porosity through shrinking. This in turn acts against network shrinkage. In the case of the ES40 

derived sol-gel, it could be expected that the gel dried at 25 °C would have a denser structure due to 

the higher content of Si-OH groups as shown in Figure 3.6. These groups are generally deemed to 

collapse under capillary forces, whilst Si-O-Si bridges stiffen the silica structure and oppose 

densification. This is not the case for the ES40 derived sol-gel process, suggesting that a different 

mechanism is occurring. 

ES40 is a partially condensed TEOS, so it is no longer a monomer leading to oligomers like TEOS. 

The mesoporosity of the gel dried at 25 °C suggests that the slow reaction process led to the 

formation of unreacted ES40 cages filled with solvent. These cages were large enough to have 

lower capillary pressures and reduced drying stress. These cages hindered the ES40 oligomers to 

get in closer contact to react, and favoured the formation of mesoporous structures. This can be 

clearly observed in Figure 3.7B, as the pore size distribution for the gel dried at 25 °C broadened 

from ~5 to 9 nm, which is not observed for the gels dried at 40 and 60 °C. In the case of the latter, 

faster evaporation allowed for closer contact of the ES40 oligomers and fast reaction leading to the 
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formation of Si-O-Si bridges and structural interpenetration as evidenced by the microporous 

character of their adsorption isotherms. Hence, these results strongly suggest that solvent 

evaporation played an important role in the structural formation of ES40 derived sol-gel, coupled 

with the effect of reaction. 

 

Figure 3.9 Comparative FTIR ratios of Si-O(H) to Si-O-Si as a function of time with different 

H2O/Si ratios (3.5, 11, 22 and 35) (estimated standard error = ±4%). 

The effect of H2O/Si ratios on phase-separated sol-gel performance was also studied. Based on the 

previous FTIR results, for a molar ratio of H2O/Si = 35, the sol-gel process was promoted by 

increasing the reaction temperature during the drying process at 60 °C. Therefore, samples with 

reduced H2O/Si ratio of 22, 11 and 3.5 were prepared at the same temperature for comparison. A 

homogeneous solution was obtained when H2O/Si ratio decreased to 3.5, as per Figure 3.1. The Si-

O(H)/Si-O-Si ratio in Figure 3.9 increased at the beginning of the reaction and decreased afterwards 

until equilibrium was reached. The Si-O(H)/Si-O-Si ratio during the whole drying process 

decreased with increasing H2O/Si ratio. It is also noteworthy that the Si-O(H)/Si-O-Si ratio of the 

homogeneous solution (H2O/Si=3.5) was significantly higher than the phase-separated systems. 

This can be attributed to the dilutive effect of the solvent on the homogeneous sol-gel reaction 

solution, which suppresses the condensation reaction. On the contrary, in phase-separated systems, 

the reactive species are highly concentrated around the reaction interface thus promoting further 

condensation. The time point when equilibrium was reached was also affected by the water content, 

which increased from 36 h to 72 h when H2O/Si ratio decreased from 35 to 3.5. These results 

demonstrate that condensation is furthered by a high H2O/Si ratio. This is expected as water is a 

hydrolysing agent commonly employed in the sol-gel process, which promotes the condensation 

reaction, and yields a lower Si-O(H)/Si-O-Si ratio and faster equilibrium. 
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The N2 sorption results in Figure 3.10A shows that xerogel prepared from homogeneous sol-gel 

solution with low H2O ratio of 3.5 was mainly dense with no N2 adsorbed. The other isotherms are 

all Type I, indicating microporous networks. The volume adsorbed increases with increasing H2O 

ratios, implying a larger total pore volume. This was confirmed through DFT pore size distributions 

(Figure 3.10B) which shows an increasing fraction of larger pores with increasing H2O ratio. 

Similar to the homogeneous reaction system, such an effect can be explained by acceleration of 

hydrolysis resulting from a high H2O ratio. This is also indicated by FTIR analysis in Figure 3.9. As 

more reactive sites appear, silica chains with higher degree crosslinking are produced. These are 

beneficial to the formation of larger silica particles and a more open silica network with a lower 

silanol to siloxane ratio. 

 

Figure 3.10 (A) N2 adsorption (solid symbols) and desorption (open symbols) isotherms and (B) 

DFT pore size distribution of silica xerogels prepared with different H2O/Si ratios (35, 22, 11 

and 3.5). 

The relationship between total pore volume of silica xerogels and comparative silanol to siloxane 

ratios is shown in Figure 3.11A. Based on these results, it can be deduced that high porosity can be 

obtained through phase-separated sol-gel systems with high H2O to Si ratios. Further the textural 

properties of the xerogels prepared from phase-separated solution can also be easily tuned by 

changing reactant ratios. Figure 3.11B shows that the solvent evaporation in the homogenous 

solution is much faster than that in the phase-separated solution with high H2O/Si ratio. Faster 

evaporation led to larger drying stresses which caused more network compression. As the 

homogeneous sample had a higher content of silanol groups, indicating a limited crosslinking of the 

silica chains, this weak structure was unable to oppose the drying stress. Hence the silica network 

collapsed, resulting in a dense or perhaps ultra-microporous structure. Contrary to this trend, the 

slower evaporation rate and higher siloxane content induced stiffening of the network and prevented 

shrinking of the phase-separated gels. 
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Figure 3.11(A) Total pore volume of silica xerogels as function of comparative FTIR area 

ratios of silanol to siloxane vibrational peaks (B) TGA curves of sol-gel solutions drying at 

60 °C. 

3.4 Conclusions 

The phase behaviour of ES40 in water-ethanol co-solvent was evaluated and the phase diagram of 

these three components was obtained, which shows smaller miscible region than that of TEOS. The 

evolution of the sol-gel process in phase-separated ES40 solutions demonstrated that the ES40 sol-

gel reactions can occur, commencing at the interface of the two layers. This may be followed by 

migration of silanol groups generated from hydrolysis and condensation reactions. The FTIR area 

ratio of Si-O(H)/Si-O-Si increased at the beginning of the sol-gel process due to the hydrolysis 

reaction and then decreased over time due to condensation reactions. The phase-separated ES40 sol-

gel process was affected by the reaction temperature and the initial H2O/Si ratios. High 

temperatures favoured faster solvent evaporation thus bringing the reactive species in closer contact 

to facilitate their reaction. Microporous xerogels were produced at 60 and 40 °C, while mesoporous 

structures were obtained when reaction temperature further decreased to 25 °C. The formation of 

larger pores under low temperature was attributed to two factors. Firstly, slow solvent evaporation 

reduced the drying stress and consequently the silica network compression was weak. Secondly, the 

oligomer silica precursor ES40 can form cages, inducing lower capillary forces as well as larger 

pores. 

The phase-separated sol-gel process of ES40 was furthered studied by increasing the H2O/Si ratio as 

water is a hydrolyzing agent. N2 sorption analysis of the resultant xerogels indicates that contrary to 

dense silica structures derived from homogeneous solutions, higher porosity was delivered through 

phase-separated sol-gel system by using high H2O/Si ratios. The porous properties of the xerogels 

prepared from phase-separated solutions can also be easily tuned by changing reactant ratios. In 
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phase-separated sol-gel systems, most reactive species are concentrated around the interface, and 

this close proximity facilitated further condensation reactions and crosslinking of silica chains. In 

turn this induced stiffening of the network making it more resistant to compression and 

densification. 
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4 IMPROVED HYDROSTABILITY OF SILICA 

MEMBRANE MATERIALS PREPARED FROM ETHYL 

SILICATE 40 
 

 

Introduction 

 

This chapter aims to improve the hydrostability of ES40-derived microporous silica membrane 

materials. The effects of water (hydrolyzing agent), acid (catalyst) and ethanol (solvent) ratios on 

the microstructure and hydrostability of the resultant silica products were systematically 

investigated by exposing the xerogels to water vapour and calculating the BET surface area 

variation during exposure. 

 

Contribution 

 

It was found that the degree of microporosity of the produced microporous molecular sieving silica 

xerogels can be finely controlled and highly microporous silica materials were favored by low water 

and acid ratios, or high ethanol ratio. The most hydrostable matrices were obtained by increasing 

the ratio of water to 140, acid to 0.4 and decreasing ethanol to 15. The improved hydrostability of 

the microporous silica material is attributed to the lower percentage of silanol groups on one hand 

and the formation of a more robust, open silica microstructure from larger silica particles on the 

other. This work was published in RSC Advances as: 

S.N. Wang, D.K. Wang, K.S. Jack, S. Smart, J.C.D. da Costa, Improved hydrothermal 

stability of silica materials prepared from ethyl silicate 40, RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 6092. 
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Improved hydrothermal stability of molecular sieving silica materials 

prepared from ethyl silicate 40 

*Reproduced in part with permission from Shengnan Wang, David K. Wang
a
, Kevin S. Jack, Simon 

Smart and João C. Diniz da Costa, RSC Adv., 5, 2015, 6092. 

 

Abstract 

Microporous silica materials with improved hydrothermal stability were synthesized through a sol-

gel process using ethyl silicate 40 as the starting silica precursor. The effects of reactants for water 

(hydrolysing agent), acid (catalyst) and ethanol (solvent) ratios on the microstructure of the silica 

matrices and their hydrothermal stability under harsh conditions (550 °C, 75 mol% vapour, 20 h) 

were systemically studied. All the calcined silica matrices were microporous and the degree of 

microporosity was found to increase with decreasing water and acid ratios, or increasing ethanol 

ratio. The most hydrothermally stable matrix was obtained by promoting the water and acid ratios 

whilst decreasing the ethanol ratio. A strong correlation was found between the FTIR area ratio of 

silanol/siloxane vibrational peaks and the initial micropore volume, and this relationship revealed 

that the greatest pore volume loss (> 70%) occurred in the xerogels possessing high silanol/siloxane 

ratio (> 0.16) and high initial micropore percentage (> 85%). SAXS data also revealed that the most 

robust, hydrothermally stable silica matrices are closely associated with the formation of a more 

open silica microstructure derived from thermal consolidation of larger silica particles. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

Silica porous materials have been widely applied in catalysis, adsorption, sensor, and molecular 

sieving membranes materials.[1-4] These materials are typically prepared via the conventional sol-

gel methods, in which an alkoxysilane precursor undergoes hydrolysis and condensation reactions 

in the presence of a mineral acid or base catalyst to produce a silica matrix. Tetraethyl orthosilicate 

(TEOS) has been extensively investigated, due to the ease of processing and good control of 

physicochemical properties offered by this silica precursor. However, a major potential downside of 

this approach is that the structural integrity of microporous silica matrices is generally compromised 

under water vapour exposure.[5-9] The issue here is that the surface functional groups responsible 

for the formation of microporous silica networks (i.e. silanols groups (Si-OH)), are also responsible 

for the hydrothermal instability. They attract water molecules to adsorb to the surface which reacts 

(by hydrolysis) with the neighboring siloxane backbone. This process creates unconstrained mobile 

silanol species, which migrate within the silica matrix to minimize the surface energy of the pore 
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network by filling in the small pores.[10, 11] As a result of the restructuring and recondensation, the 

silica matrices densify which leads to a significant loss of selectivity and functionality. 

 

To address this problem, several strategies have been reported to obtain hydrothermally stable silica 

materials namely: (i) post-synthesis hydrothermal treatment as a pre-emptive process aimed at 

reducing the concentration of available silanol species;[12] (ii) incorporation of another ceramic 

component for example using Ti, Al or Zr to form Si–O–M bonds (M; metal), which are less 

susceptible to hydrolysis;[13, 14] (iii) increasing surface hydrophobicity by embedding carbon 

groups using organosilica precursors,[15-18] which include terminal alkyl groups, such as ≡Si–

CH3 or organic bridges, such as Si–CH2–CH2–Si in their structure, or by post-synthesized silylation; 

and iv) by doping with metal/carbon particles to limit silanol migration and reconstruction.[11, 19-

21] It has also been reported that silica matrices modified by the incorporation of inorganic salts 

during the sol-gel synthesis process not only produce an improved hydrothermal stability but also a 

thicker pore walls leading to a better structural integrity.[22, 23] A considerable drawback of these 

strategies is the use of relatively expensive organosilica precursors, secondary component and/or 

additional post-treatment. 

 

In this work, we propose another alternative strategy to produce a more stable silica structure by 

using ethyl silicate 40 (ES40) as the silica precursor of choice instead of TEOS. ES40 is a partially-

condensed TEOS oligomer composed of 40% of the silica by mass. ES40 is also commercially 

available and is lower in cost compared to the TEOS precursor. Although ES40-dervied silica 

materials have not been fully explored, ES40 has generally been employed in the preparation of 

mesoporous materials.[24-27] For examples, mesoporous silica xerogels and aerogels using ES40 

had shown to produce a low concentration of silanol groups[27] and ES40-derived MCM-41 

exhibited a higher wall thickness than that of the TEOS counterpart, leading to a higher thermal 

stability.[24] Recently, Miller and co-workers pioneered the preparation of ultra-microporous ES40-

derived materials combined with cobalt oxide.[28] Subsequently, Wang et al.[29] showed for the 

first time that ES40 could also be used for the preparation of microporous silica/cobalt oxide by 

rapid thermal treatment which could not be realized using the TEOS precursor. Hence, ES40 has 

demonstrated potential as a precursor in the synthesis of hydrostable microporous materials due to 

its improved structural stability. 

 

Based on a limited number of studies into ES40-based materials, the sol-gel conditioning of ES40-

derived microporous materials without any additives, specifically the effect of sol-gel ratios on the 

structural formation and hydrothermal stability, remains unexplored. Therefore, this work 
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investigates the hydrothermal effect of ES40 derived materials. Of particular importance, many 

industrial processes require microporous materials for processing gas streams containing water 

vapour. To this end, this work studies the effects of sol-gel synthesis conditions, including different 

ethanol, acid catalyst and water ratios, on the structural formation and chemical properties. The 

hydrothermal stability of the resultant ES40 xerogels is also investigated using a harsh 

hydrothermal treatment condition (550 °C, 75 mol% vapour, 20 h). 

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Sol-gel Synthesis 

Table 4.1 Molar ratios of the reactants used in the sol-gel process. 

Sample Code
*
 Si EtOH H2O HNO3 

H2O-44 4 15 44 0.4 

H2O-92   92  

H2O-140   140  

HNO3-0.05 4 15 44 0.05 

HNO3-0.1    0.1 

HNO3-0.2    0.2 

HNO3-0.4    0.4 

HNO3-0.8    0.8 

EtOH-15 4 15 44 0.4 

EtOH-50  50   

EtOH-100  100   

*
 Samples are named as N-y, where N is the name of the varying component (H2O, HNO3 or EtOH) and y is the molar 

ratio of N component. 

 

The sol-gel procedure to produce microporous materials was adopted from Miller and co-

workers.[28] Briefly 1 M nitric acid (HNO3), distilled water and ethanol (EtOH, AR grade) were 

mixed briefly followed by dropwise addition of ES40 (Colcoat Co., Japan) into the solution under 

stirring in an ice bath. The mixture was stirred for 10 min and then the sols were dried in an oven at 

60 °C for over 4 days. Subsequently, the dried gels were ground into powders and calcined in air at 

630
 
°C for 2.5 h with a ramp up and down rate of 1 °C min

-1
 to obtain the resultant xerogel samples 

for material characterization and hydrothermal treatment. The final molar ratios 

(ES40:EtOH:H2O:HNO3) of the sol compositions are listed in Table 4.1. The molar ratio of H2O 

was altered from 44 to 140, HNO3 from 0.05 to 0.8 and EtOH from 15 to 100 respectively to study 

the effect of these three reactant components. 
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4.2.2 Hydrothermal test 

 

Hydrothermal stability was evaluated by exposing the xerogels to harsh conditions of 75 mol% 

vapor at 550 °C for 20 h with a ramp up and down rate of 5 °C min
-1

. As shown in Figure 4.1, the 

flow rate of carrier nitrogen gas was set to 40 ml min
–1

 by a flow meter and the rate of water was set 

to 5.4 g h
–1 

by liquid flow controller, both of which were mixed and heated to 200 °C in a vaporizer 

to produce 75 mol% vapour. The vapour continuously flowed through a quartz tube furnace 

controlled by a PID temperature controller. The xerogel samples were placed in the middle of the 

quartz tube. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram for the hydrothermal treatment set up.[30] 

4.2.3 Material Characterizations 

Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) characterization was performed by a Shimadzu IRAffinity-1 

with a Pike MIRacle diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) attachment. The spectra were 

collected over a wavenumber range of 1400–600 cm
-1

. Peak deconvolution of the silanol (960 cm
-1

) 

and siloxane (1050 cm
-1

) vibrations was performed using the Fityk program. Both peak positions 

and height were allowed to vary between samples to achieve the best possible fit. Half width half 

max parameter was fixed for each peak across all the samples. The intensity of siloxane peak was 

normalized to 100% for each spectrum. Cross-polarisation magic-angle-spinning (CP/MAS) solid-

state 
29

Si nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) was performed on an Avance III 

spectrometer (Bruker) for silicon groups. Nitrogen adsorption was performed at -196 °C by a 

Micromeritics TriStar 3000. Prior to each measurement, samples were degassed at 200 °C 

overnight. The specific surface area was calculated from the adsorption isotherms by the Brunner-

Emmett-Teller (BET) method. The pore size distributions were calculated by using Density 

Functional Theory (DFT) method applied to the whole adsorption branch of the isotherms using the 
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model of cylindrical pores in oxide surfaces. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) was measured 

on an Anton Paar SAXSess instrument which employs an anode source (Cu Kα radiation at 40 kV 

and 35 mA), a CCD detector and a line-focus (Kratky) geometry. Samples of fine powders were 

measured between thin polymer films at room temperature and the resultant data were reduced to 

remove the background scattering and detector dark current. 

 

4.3 Results and discussion 

 

4.3.1 Nitrogen Sorption 
 

Three series of sol-gel ES40-derived silica xerogels were prepared by parametrically changing the 

feed ratios of H2O, HNO3 and EtOH as listed in Table 4.1, and their textural properties were studied 

by N2 sorption. Figure 4.2 shows the nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms of the resultant 

xerogels. It can clearly be seen that all the isotherms are Type I without any hysteresis, which is 

characteristic of microporous materials. However, the isotherm profiles of the individual series of 

silica xerogels consistently changes with increasing or decreasing the sol-gel ratios. For example, 

the relative pressure at which adsorption saturation plateaus and the amount of volume adsorbed 

increases with increasing H2O and HNO3 ratios, indicating higher total pore volume and surface 

area. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 N2 adsorption (solid line) and desorption (symbols) isotherms of silica xerogels 

prepared with different ratio of H2O (A), HNO3 (B) and EtOH (C) to Si, respectively. 

In comparison increasing the EtOH ratio has the opposite effect. These trends are clearly reflected 

by the total pore volume as shown in Figure 4.3. The total pore volumes increase from 0.18 to 0.30 

cm
3
 g

-1
 for the HNO3-0.05 and HNO3-0.8 samples respectively. Similarly, the BET surface areas 

(see Supporting Information Figure S4.1) increase from 380 to 617 m
2
 g

-1
 with increasing HNO3 

ratio. The same trend is also observed for the samples in the H2O series, but conversely for the 
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EtOH sample series. Interestingly, the EtOH-100 xerogel samples exhibit the lowest total pore 

volume and BET surface area of all samples investigated. This is directly attributed to the dilutive 

effect of the EtOH solvent on the ES40 hydrolysis and condensation reactions which are expected 

to be slowed down in EtOH excess.[31] Based on these results, by changing the initial sol-gel 

reactant ratios, the final textural properties and xerogel pore volumes can be easily controlled with a 

high degree of reproducibility and fidelity. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Total pore volume of silica xerogels prepared from different ratio of H2O (red ■), 

HNO3 (green ▲) and EtOH (blue ●) to Si, respectively. 

To examine the hydrothermal stability of the as-synthesized ES40 silica microstructure, xerogel 

samples were heated to 550 °C for 20 h in the presence of 75 mol% steam vapour. The structural 

integrity of these samples was determined from the calculated loss of total pore volume before and 

after hydrothermal treatment. The results are summarized in Figure 4.4. It can clearly been seen that 

xerogel samples with less than 40% loss in total pore volume were prepared by a relatively high 

H2O or HNO3 ratios and low EtOH ratio. For example, the H2O series produced a small amount of 

pore volume loss (15%‒32%), particularly in the H2O-92 and 140 samples. Similarly, when the 

HNO3 ratio is greater than 0.2, the hydrothermal stability of the xerogels greatly improved. By 

contrast, increasing the EtOH ratio beyond 15, profoundly increases the pore volume loss such that 

the samples are observed to become almost non-porous. These trends exhibited by the three series 

of xerogels are also in good accord with the results of BET surface area loss after hydrothermal 

treatment (not shown), as pore volumes are linearly proportional to surface areas. 
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Figure 4.4 Total pore volume loss of silica xerogels prepared from different ratio of H2O (red 

■), HNO3 (green ▲) and EtOH (blue ●) to Si, respectively. 

Hydrothermal densification of the microporous silica is further qualitatively discussed by the 

change in pore size distribution as displayed in Figure 4.5, which shows the DFT pore size 

distribution before and after hydrothermal treatment. By comparing the incremental pore volume of 

the xerogels pre-and post-treatment, the distribution curves either significantly decreased in volume 

or shifted to high pore diameters after treatment. Where xerogel samples completely densified (e.g. 

HNO3-0.05, -0.1, and EtOH-50, -100), the pore size distribution curve became a flat line, implying 

the closure of pores. In the other cases, the profiles of stable samples showed a shift towards a 

larger pore size distribution. On closer inspection, these samples seemed to have widened the 

mesopores (2‒4 nm) at the expense of micropore closure (< 2 nm). This means that the 

hydrothermal treatment imposed on these series of xerogels caused a significant loss of the 

observed micropores and/or micropore narrowing which may be too small to be accessed by N2. 

 

It is worthy to mention that by increasing the H2O and HNO3 ratios, the distribution profiles of the 

samples without hydrothermal treatment show an increasing proportion of pore size towards a 

mesoporous domain which enlarges upon hydrothermal exposure (post treatment), which in turn 

resisted pore densification. Meanwhile, by increasing the EtOH ratio, the distribution and the trend 

are reversed. Similar observations were also reported for ordered mesoporous silica materials, of 

which the micropores were collapsed first followed by partial blocking of the mesopores via acid 

stability testing.[32] The behavior of hydrothermal densification of silica xerogels is consistent with 

the previous works on bulk porous silica[11, 33-35] in that the mobile silica generated by 

hydrothermal treatment prefer to migrate from the larger pores towards the smaller pores to 
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minimise the overall silica surface energy. Thus after recondensation reactions, the smaller pores 

are closed while larger pores are widened, leading to a loss in porosity in the microporous region. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 DFT pore size distribution of the xerogels before and after hydrothermal 

treatment. The broken lines are guidelines only for pore sizes of 1.5 and 2.0 nm. 

Since the initial micropore content (dp < 2 nm) of the pre-treated samples leading to the majority of 

pore closure is directly attributed to hydrothermally unstable matrices, this relationship is further 

examined. Figure 4.6 shows the micropore volume percentage of the pre-treated samples against the 

total pore volume loss. At a first glance, the samples with an initial micropore volume larger than 

85% (highly microporous) became completely dense after hydrothermal test, while the other 

samples having lower micropore volume preserved their total pore volume to varying degrees. 

Therefore, it can be deduced that hydrothermal stability of these silica xerogels is closely correlated 

to the initial micropore volume which can be simply controlled by changing the feed reactant ratios 

during the sol-gel process. 
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Figure 4.6 Total pore volume loss of the hydrothermally treated xerogels as function of 

percent micropore volume (%) of the as-synthesized silica xerogels before hydrothermal test. 

 

4.3.2 FTIR and CP/MAS 
29

Si NMR Spectroscopies 

 

Another important aspect of thermal consolidation of microporous silica matrices is the chemical 

and molecular properties which can be probed by FTIR-ATR technique readily. Figure S4.2 shows 

the FTIR spectra of the three series of calcined xerogel samples in the range from 1400 to 600 cm
-1

, 

where the peak at ~960 cm
-1

 is assigned to the vibration of the silanol bonds and the major peak at 

~1050 cm
-1

 is assigned to the stretching vibrations of the siloxane bonds. The latter also shows 

various bands near 800, 1090 and 1160 cm
-1

 associated with various symmetric and anti-symmetric 

Si–O–Si vibrations which arise from highly condensed siloxane ring species.[29, 36, 37] In order to 

provide a semi-quantitative analysis of the chemical compositions, the peak at ~1050 cm
-1

 is 

normalized for all the spectra and these peaks were deconvoluted with a special attention given to 

the silanol band at 960 cm
-1

 and the siloxane band at 1050 cm
-1

 according to a previously reported 

methodology.[29, 30] 
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Figure 4.7 Comparative FTIR ratios of silanol to siloxane of silica xerogels prepared from 

different ratios of H2O (red ■), HNO3 (green ▲) and EtOH (blue ●) to Si, respectively. 

Figure 4.7 shows the area ratio analysis of the bands 960 cm
-1

/1050 cm
-1

 which allows a 

comparison of the degree of condensation between the different sample series; where a high ratio 

corresponds to a high silanol concentration and vice versa. There is a strong correlation between the 

area ratio and the reactant sol-gel ratios. It can be seen that the concentration of the silanols is 

significantly promoted by low HNO3 ratio (< 0.2) or high EtOH ratio (> 15). As mentioned earlier, a 

high concentration of silanol species can lead to an unstable silica structure. This is evidenced by 

the similarity in results between Figure 4.7 and the hydrothermal densification as summarized in 

Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.8 shows the total pore volume loss of the xerogels as function of the same peak area ratios 

irrespective of the reactant ratios. One can clearly observe that the results can be separated into two 

groups. Silica matrices with a relatively higher silanol concentration (area ratio > 0.16) completely 

collapsed after the hydrothermal treatment. By contrast, the group with a lower total pore volume 

loss inherently possesses a lower silanol concentration. This further suggests that hydrothermal 

stability of the silica microstructure in this work is related to the presence of these silanol species 

with a ratio threshold of 0.16. 
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Figure 4.8 Total pore volume loss of silica xerogels as function of comparative FTIR area 

ratios of silanol to siloxane vibrational peaks. 

Incidentally, these results also point towards a correlation between the FTIR peak area ratio and the 

micropore volume (Figure 4.6) whereby both trends of the pore volume loss demonstrate in the 

region of high silanol ratio (> 0.16) and high initial micropore percentage (> 85%). This indicates 

that the probability of hydrothermal densification of the silica matrices is greatly increased in a 

more microporous sample with higher silanol content. In a similar vein, Zhao and co-workers [9, 

38, 39] have reported that the surface of micropores of silica matrix possess an abundance of silanol 

groups, which preferentially condense upon hydrothermal treatment over the mesopores. Therefore, 

based on these observations, hydrothermal stability of these series of microporous silica xerogels is 

intrinsically linked to the physical and chemical properties which can be easily controlled by 

changing the reactant ratios. 

 

Furthermore, the evolution of the silica structure can be further confirmed by the structural 

transition of the silanol to siloxane groups based on the comparative CP/MAS 
29

Si NMR 

quantification of the Q
n
 species populations before and after hydrothermal treatment. The results of 

the 
29

Si NMR spectra of the H2O-44 and H2O-140 xerogels samples are shown in Figure S4.3 

(supporting information). By peak deconvolution, the percent variation of the Q
n
 species of the pre-

and post-treatment silica samples is shown in Figure 4.9. Both samples show an increase in Q
4
 

population after treatment, at the cost of Q
2
 and Q

3
, illustrating restructuring of silanols to siloxanes. 

However, the increase in the Q
4
 species as a result of loss of Q

3 
is larger for the H2O-44 samples 

indicating further silanol condensation took place, which is in good agreement with the total pore 

volume loss of the H2O-44 samples (32%) being twice as much as that of the H2O-140 samples 

(15%). These findings are also consistent with the previous reports by Duke et al.[11] and Liu et 

al.,[30] who also observed that an increase of the Q
4
 species after treatment is more pronounced in 
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the more unstable silica samples than the stable ones. Nevertheless, these reports only demonstrated 

that the modified silica matrices with carbon[11] and cobalt oxide[30] are stable, whereas that the 

pure silica matrices are completely dense after hydrothermal treatment. 

 

  

Figure 4.9 Percentage variation of the deconvoluted peak area of Q
n
 species between the as-

synthesized and the treated xerogels (H2O–44 and H2O–140). 

 

4.3.3 SAXS Measurements 

 

The further shed more light into the microstructure of the calcined silica xerogels, these powders 

were further investigated by SAXS. Figure 4.10A and B show the forward scattering presented as 

(I(q)×q
3
) as a function of q (where q is the wave vector and I(q) is the measured, line-focused, 

scattered intensity at q) for the HNO3-0.05 and HNO3-0.8 as-synthesized xerogel powder samples, 

respectively. These two samples in the HNO3 series were selected as representative samples for 

each of the hydrothermally weak and stable silica matrices. In both of the SAXS profiles, the 

presence of a plateau can be seen at relatively higher q values, indicating the onset of the Porod 

scattering region in the SAXS profile of the powder. This Porod scattering indicates that the powder 

is comprised of well-defined smooth surfaces, i.e. the gels consist of a well-dispersed homogenous 

silica microstructure and is consistent with the SAXS typically reported for silica gels.[26, 27]  
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Figure 4.10 SAXS profiles of the as-synthesized HNO3-0.05 (A) and HNO3-0.8 (B) xerogel 

powder samples. 

Moreover, it can be seen in Figure 4.10 that the value of q at the onset of the plateau (qc) is greater 

for the HNO3-0.05 sample (4.3 nm
-1

) compared with the HNO3-0.8 sample (2.3 nm
-1

). Indeed the 

mean radius of the primary silica particles can be approximated from these onset values: r0 ≈ 

π/qc.[40] The silica particles (r0) of the HNO3-0.8 sample are, therefore, estimated to be twice as 

large as that of the HNO3-0.05 xerogel sample. Thus, it is hypothesized that the thermal 

consolidation of silica particles in the HNO3-0.8 xerogel sample creates a relatively larger average 

pore sizes and total pore volume as shown in the schematics of Figure 4.10. Such hypothesis is 

consistent with the larger total pore volume (Figure 4.3) and DFT pore size distributions (Figure 

4.5) derived from N2 sorption analysis. 

 

Based on these results, the microstructure of the HNO3-0.8 xerogel sample with a larger pore 

volume and pore size conferred a better structural integrity as evidenced by a total pore volume loss 

(<30 %) being significantly lower than that of the HNO3-0.05 sample (>70%). Therefore, the 

improved hydrothermal stability of silica matrices obtained by the controlled sol gel conditions in 

this work (higher H2O, HNO3 ratios and lower EtOH ratio) is attributed to the formation of a more 

robust, open silica microstructure condensed by larger silica particles on one hand and a lower 

proportion of silanol groups in the matrix on the other. 

 

4.3.4 Sol-Gel Process 

 

By comparing the silica xerogels made from the different reactant ratios, it can be deduced that the 
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silica matrix with larger pore volume and better hydrothermal stability. It is clear that these 

properties are attributed to the formation and subsequent packing of larger silica particles. As water 

is the main reactant responsible for hydrolysis reaction in the sol gel process, a low H2O ratio 

demotes the hydrolysis and condensation reactions. In this case, hydrolysis is more inclined to 

proceed via the most basic Q
1
 species on the ES40 molecules due to a lower steric hindrance. As 

can be expected, the reactive hydrolyzed sites which allow the condensation to propagate 

(polymerization) are primarily located at the chain ends where reaction is spatially limited, hence 

forming smaller silica particles. This process is anticipated to form a better packing density of the 

final silica matrices with more silanol groups, which is reflected by a more microporous texture 

(Figure 4.2) with a significantly lower total pore volume (Figure 4.3). 

 

On the other hand, high H2O ratio can promote hydrolysis and thus produce more reactive sites 

from the Q
1
 species as well as the more acidic Q

2
 species on the pendant groups of the ES40 

molecules. As a consequence, fast chain-to-chain random polymerization due to a higher statistical 

crosslinking is expected. Such a process also promotes a tendency to form clusters leading to a 

much larger silica particles and more open microstructure with relatively lower silanol groups. 

Similar trends have also been reported for sol-gel derived cobalt oxide silica systems by Wang et al. 

[29] by using the ES40 precursor. Therefore, during the hydrothermal treatment, the silica network 

is firmly supported by the more robust, larger silica particles which resisted densification. 

Similarly, increasing the HNO3 ratio also promotes the sol-gel process due to its catalytic effect. All 

of the initial sol systems in this work had a measured pH value of around 1 except for the HNO3-

0.05 sample, which was near 2. In the acidic conditions, when pH is significantly lower than the 

point of zero charge (~2) of silica polymeric particles,[31] the sol-gel reactions rapidly proceeds 

through the protonated alkoxide group (SiORH
+
) during the hydrolysis and protonated silanol 

groups (SiOH2
+
) during the condensation reactions.[31] Protonation of these groups makes the 

silicon atom more electrophilic and thus more reactive towards water or silanol species. This would 

lead to a faster hydrolysis and condensation reactions causing larger silica particles to form in the 

system as evidenced by the SAXS results. 

 

On the contrary, excess ethanol retards the hydrolysis process by favoring the reverse reaction since 

it is a by-product of the sol-gel process. Moreover, by increasing the ethanol concentration, the sol 

solution is significantly diluted resulting a diffusion-limited polymerization process with a longer 

gelation time.[31, 41] Essentially, the resultant xerogel is formed by smaller polymeric particles 

with higher silanol species present in the silica matrix, hence leading to a more microporous texture 

and a weaker microstructure. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

 

Microporous molecular sieving silica xerogels with improved hydrothermal stability are 

prepared by using ES40 as silica precursor. The effects of synthesis conditions, including water 

(hydrolysing agent), acid (catalyst) and ethanol (solvent) ratios on the structure properties and 

hydrothermal stability of the resultant xerogels are systemically studied. All silica xerogels were 

found to possess a Type I microporous texture, but the degree of microporosity (pore volume, pore 

size, and pore size distribution) can be finely controlled by changing these ratios. Highly 

microporous silica matrices were promoted by low water and acid ratios, or high ethanol ratio in 

this work. By exposing xerogels to harsh conditions (550 °C, 75 mol% vapour, 20 h), the most 

hydrothermal stable matrix with a minimum total pore volume reduction of 15% was obtained by 

adjusting the ratio of water to 140, acid to 0.4 and ethanol to 15. A correlation between the FTIR 

area ratio of silanol/siloxane vibrational peaks and the micropore volume revealed that the greatest 

pore volume loss (> 70%) occurred in the region of high area ratio (> 0.16) and high initial 

micropore percentage (> 85%). SAXS data also revealed that the improved hydrothermal stability 

of the microporous silica material is attributed to the formation of a more robust, open silica 

microstructure condensed by larger silica particles on one hand and a lower proportion of silanol 

groups in the matrix on the other. This work paves ways for a simple sol-gel synthesis of 

structurally stable microporous silica matrices with predictable physicochemical properties that are 

desired for a variety of technological applications, such as catalysis, adsorption, sensor, and 

molecular sieving membranes materials. 
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Supplementary Information 

 

 

Figure S 4.1 BET surface area of silica xerogels prepared from different ratio of H2O (red), 

HNO3 (green) and EtOH (blue) to Si, respectively. 

 

Figure S 4.2 FTIR spectra of the silica xerogels prepared from different ratio of H2O (A), 

HNO3 (B) and EtOH (C) to ES40, respectively. 
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Figure S 4.3 –
29

Si NMR Spectra of H2O–44 and H2O–140 silica xerogels before (A) and after 

(B) hydrothermal test. 
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5 PREPARATION OF INTERLAYER-FREE ETHYL 

SILICATE 40 DERIVED MEMBRANES BY RAPID 

THERMAL PROCESSING FOR DESALINATION 
 

 

Introduction 

 

This chapter aims to demonstrate the preparation of interlayer-free silica membranes using the 

optimized conditions obtained from previous chapter by the rapid thermal processing method (RTP). 

The comparison of RTP and conventional thermal processing (CTP) prepared membranes, in terms 

of silanol proportion, surface area and pore size distribution, was conducted. The desalination 

performance of the interlayer-free membranes was evaluated under various temperatures and salt 

concentrations. 

 

Contribution 

 

It is demonstrated for the first time the preparation of interlayer-free silica membranes by the RTP 

method. The membrane fabrication time was reduced to only 1% of that for conventionally 

prepared silica membranes due to the lack of interlayers and the novel rapid thermal treatment. The 

RTP silica xerogels offered stronger matrices than their CTP analogues and defect free membranes 

were produced by adjusting the pH of the sol-gel solution to 4 and/or 6. The best membrane 

performed high water flux of 17.8 kg m
-2

 h
-1

 at 60 ºC and high salt rejection (>99%) for desalination 

of 3.5 wt% seawater. This work was submitted to Journal of Membrane Science as: 

S.N. Wang, D.K. Wang, J. Motuzas, S. Smart, J.C.D. da Costa, Rapid thermal treatment of 

interlayer-free ethyl silicate 40 derived membranes for desalination, Journal of Membrane 

Science, submitted. 
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Rapid Thermal Treatment of Interlayer-free Ethyl Silicate 40 Derived 

Membranes for Desalination 

 

Abstract 

 

This work demonstrates for the first time the preparation of interlayer-free silica membranes by the 

Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP) method using ES40 as a silica precursor. RTP resulted in water 

being retained inside the xerogel pores at higher temperatures, thus favouring the condensation 

reactions and formation of siloxane bridges. As a result, RTP ES40 xerogel matrices were stronger, 

leading to higher pore volumes and surface areas as compared to the analogous Convetional 

Thermal Processing (CTP) ES40 xerogels. Nevertheless, RTP ES40 xerogels were characterised by 

a tri-modal pore size distribution mainly in the microporous domain with a minor mesoporous 

region. The preparation feasibility of membranes was dependent on the pH of the sol-gel, as pH 4 

and 6 sols penetrated into the -alumina substrate and adhered well to form a top layer. The best 

interlayer-free RTP silica membrane was prepared with a pH 4 sol reaching high water fluxes of 

17.8 kg m
-2

 h
-1

 at 60 ºC and high salt rejection (>99%) for desalination of 3.5 wt% seawater. The 

EtOH:Si ratio to which the sols are diluted for dip coating played an important role on the long term 

hydrostability of the membrane, as pH 4 membranes prepared with EtOH:Si ratio of 255:4 were 

stable for 120 h, whilst changing this ratio to 200:4 increased the stability to 300 h. This 

improvement was attributed to thicker films derived from more viscous sols. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

Fresh water scarcity has become one of the most pressing global problems in recent decades due to 

the impacts of a growing population, increased industrial activity and altered rainfall patterns from 

rapid climate change [1]. Desalination of the vast seawater reserves is one of the potential solutions 

to tackle this challenge. Commercially this is accomplished either through traditional thermal 

techniques such as multi-stage flash and multi-effect distillation [2-4], or through reverse osmosis 

(RO) where static pressure is used to force fresh water through a semi-permeable membrane against 

the osmotic gradient [5]. Currently reverse osmosis (RO) membrane process is the gold standard of 

seawater desalination, though intensive pre-treatment is often needed to limit fouling [6]. Other 

techniques, such as electrodialysis [7, 8], capacitive deionisation [9], forward osmosis [10, 11], 

pervaporation [12], and membrane distillation [13] have enjoyed only modest commercial 

deployment but substantial research interest [14]. Membrane distillation (MD) and pervaporation 
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(PV) are thermal membrane based desalination techniques where water is evaporated across a 

membrane, driven by a difference in vapour pressure. The membrane can either be non-selective as 

for MD or selective for water as in PV. Both have attracted significant research attention in recent 

decades due to their simple, compact design, which utilises low temperatures (from solar or waste 

heat) [15]. 

 

Typically, hydrophobic polymer membranes with a pore radius between 50-500 nm have been used 

for MD processes [16, 17] and have seen the wide industry commercialisation. PV has used either 

dense polymeric membranes [18] or, less commonly, inorganic membranes such as microporous 

hybrid silica [19-21] and zeolites [22-24], or slightly mesoporous silica [25, 26] and titania [27, 28]. 

In order to avoid pore wetting, the water fluxes of inorganic membranes are generally sacrificed 

relative to desalination using MD. However, despite their market dominance, polymeric membrane 

still suffer from several issues such as swelling, scaling and poor thermal and chemical resistance, 

all of which negatively affect the membrane lifetime and performance capabilities [29]. Inorganic 

membranes, in particular silica membranes, have emerged in the membrane distillation literature for 

desalination applications. These membranes are prepared from a silica sol-gel method, which is 

ease of fabrication and effective to tailor the pore size in the microporous (dp<2nm) and 

mesoporous (2≤dp≤50nm) regimes [30]. In general, the silica membrane fabrication comprises three 

main procedures, (i) the synthesis of silica sol, (ii) dip or spin coating the substrate with the silica 

sol, and (iii) further thermal treatment including drying and calcination.  

 

The traditional method of preparing silica membranes is by coating a thin silica film on the porous 

ceramic substrates containing a high quality smooth interlayer. The interlayers help reduce the 

surface roughness, reduce membrane defects and prevent the silica sol from penetrating too deeply 

into the substrate during coating [31]. Though deemed necessary, the coating of interlayers onto the 

support adds additional time and cost to the membrane fabrication process. Recently, Elma et al. [32] 

reported for the first time the production of interlayer-free silica membranes by carbonising tri-

block copolymers in the silica membranes. In a similar recent development on interlayer-free 

membranes, Liu et al. [33] modified the silica sol-gel synthesis by adding larger silica colloids or 

‘seeds’ to a sol-gel solution which prevented the infiltration of the sol-gel into porous substrates. 

These membranes were prepared via a conventional thermal processing (CTP), where the 

calcination process generally follows a very slow ramping and cooling rates (≤ 1 ºC min
-1

) [34-36] 

to avoid thermal stress which leads to membrane defects and rendering the membranes ineffective 

for separation processes.  
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Another recent advancement was the first demonstration of the use rapid thermal processing (RTP) 

for membrane tubes by Wang and co-workers [37, 38]. Although RTP has been previously 

demonstrated for small surface area alumina [39] and silica [40] membranes, the scale up of the 

RTP method to membrane tubes opened a window of opportunities to greatly reduce the production 

cost of silica membranes. For instance, CTP silica membranes require multiple coating of silica 

thin-films to reduce the number of membrane defects [41]. Coupled with CTP’s very slow ramping 

and cooling rates, CTP membranes required at least one week of production time, whilst RTP 

membranes can be synthesized in less than one day. The advancement of RTP scale up to tube 

membranes was mainly possible by replacing the conventional silica precursor tetraethyl 

orthosilicate (TEOS) with an industrial precursor ethyl silicate 40 (ES40). Essentially, ES40 is a 

partially polymerized TEOS with one to nine silica atoms per oligomer. Further, ES40 proved to be 

more amenable to rapid thermal processing owing to its improved material stability during thermal 

consolidation. On account of these desirable features, the ES40 derived membranes by the RTP [37, 

38] and CTP [42] methods in literature is still limited, and these have all been prepared on 

interlayered porous ceramic substrates. 

 

In this work, we report for the first time the preparation of interlayer-free silica membranes using 

the RTP method and ES40 as silica precursor. This work shows that the conditioning of the ES40 

sol-gel is paramount to synthesise interlayer-free membranes by the RTP method directly on α-

Al2O3 porous substrates. In particular, the effects of the sol-gel pH and thermal treatment (CTP and 

RTP) on the physico-chemical properties of the silica materials were systematically investigated by 

nitrogen adsorption, thermal gramimetric analysis and Fourier transform infrared. The membranes 

were tested using a PV desalination set up for water flux and salt rejection. Desalination testing 

conditions include varying the feed salt concentrations from pure water (NaCl 0 wt%) to brackish 

(0.3 wt%) and seawater (3.5 wt%). PV desalination experiments were also carried out at several 

solution temperatures (25, 40 and 60 °C) to study water mass transfer and the effect of temperature 

on the stability of the membranes. 

 

5.2 Experimental 

 

5.2.1 Sol-gel synthesis and characterisation 

 

Sol-gels were prepared using ES40 (Wacker Chemicals Australia Pty Ltd), distilled water, ethanol 

(EtOH, AR grade) and 1 M nitric acid (HNO3, AR grade, RCI Labscan) by dropwise adding ES40 

into the mixed EtOH/H2O/HNO3 solution under stirring at room temperature for 1 h. The initial 
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molar ratio of Si (ES40): H2O: HNO3 was 4: 44: 0.4. Then ammonia solution (NH3, 25%, Merck) 

diluted in EtOH was added to adjust the pH of the solution to 1, 2, 4 and 6, which make up a total 

EtOH molar ratio of 150. The samples were named by their pH x, where x was the pH value of the 

sol solution. After stirring for another 2 h at room temperature, the mixture was dried in oven at 

60 °C for over 4 days to form xerogels. Then, the xerogels were calcined in air by the RTP method 

where the samples were placed directly into a furnace preheated at 630 °C for 1 h. For comparison, 

conventional thermal processing (CTP) was also carried out for preparing xerogels using a ramp 

and cool down rate of 1 °C min
-1 

from room temperature to 630 °C in air with a holding time of 1 h. 

 

The xerogels was characterised by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy performed by a 

Shimadzu IRAffinity-1 with a Pike MIRacle diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) attachment 

over a wavenumber range of 4000–600 cm
-1

. Baseline setting and peak deconvolution of the spectra 

were performed using the Fityk program based on Gaussian peaks. The intensity of siloxane peak at 

~1050 cm
-1

 was normalized to 100% for each spectrum. Nitrogen adsorption was conducted at 77 K 

using a Micromeritics TriStar 3020 instrument. Samples were degassed at 200 °C overnight before 

each measurement. The specific surface areas were calculated using the Brunner-Emmett-Teller 

(BET) method. The pore size distributions were determined from the adsorption branch of the 

isotherms using Density Functional Theory (DFT) assuming cylindrical pores with an oxide surface. 

A Thermo-gravimetric differential scanning colorimetric analysis TGA-DSC1 (Mettler Toledo) was 

used for the TGA analysis of xerogel samples. The testing conditions for all measurements were set 

at air flow rate of 60 ml min
-1

 and dwell time of 60 min at 630 °C. The ramping rates were 100 °C 

min
-1 

for RTP and 1 °C min
-1

 for CTP. 

 

5.2.2 Membrane preparation and testing 

 

Dip-coating was conducted on macroporous α-Al2O3 substrate (Ceramic Oxide Fabricators, 

Australia) which were pre-calcined at 1000 °C for 8 h with a ramp rate of 5 °C min
-1

 to enhance 

mechanical strength and remove organic impurities. The substrate was dip-coated in the prepared 

sols with a dwell time of 1 min and dipping and withdrawal speed of 10 and 5 cm min
-1

, 

respectively. The membrane was then dried at 60 °C for 30 min followed by calcination at 630 °C 

for 1 h using the RTP method as described in [37]. Once cooled, the dip coating and calcination 

process was repeated again (i.e. 2 membrane layers in total) to reduce the risk of membrane defects. 

Morphological features of the membranes were examined using a Jeol JSM-7001F SEM with a hot 

(Schottky) electron gun at accelerated voltage of 10kV. 
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Desalination performance was measured using a pervaporation custom rig as schematically shown 

in Figure 5.1. The outer shell of the membranes was contacted by the feed solution in a large beaker 

(1 L) whilst the inner shell (i.e. permeate line) was kept under constant vacuum (< 1 Pa). In order to 

avoid salt built up on the membrane surface, which may cause concentration polarization, the feed 

salt solution was under vigorous stirring at 1000 rpm, resulting in a turbulent flow regime around 

the membrane tube. The feed saline solution was prepared from sodium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich) at 

salt concentration ranging from 0 to 3.5 wt%. The beaker containing the feed salt solution was 

placed on a hot plate and the testing temperatures were controlled via a thermocouple. The water 

vapour in the permeate line was collected in a liquid nitrogen cooled condenser to ensure to capture 

all the vapour water diffused through the membrane. The water flux (F) was calculated from the 

equation F=m/A·t, where m is the mass of permeate, A is active area of the testing membrane and t 

is the collection time. The salt rejection (R) was calculated from R=(Cf-Cp)/Cf × 100%, where Cf 

and Cp are the salt concentration of the feed side and permeate side, respectively, which were 

determined by the conductivities measured by a labCHEM CP conductivity meter using a standard 

curve. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Schematic of the pervaporation set up for desalination. 

 

5.3 Results and discussion 

 

5.3.1 Material characterisation 
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Figure 5.2 Nitrogen adsorption (A and B) and DFT pore size distribution (C and D) for the 

CTP and RTP xerogels. 

Initially the xerogels were analysed by taking into consideration of gelling methods via CTP (slow 

calcination rate) and RTP (extremely fast calcination rate). This approach provides a comparison 

between the two calcination methods, coupled with the fact that there is a vast literature body on 

CTP, but non-existent for porous ES40 derived silicas by RTP. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms in 

Figures 5.2A and 5.2B show some notable trends. Figure 5.2A shows that (i) pH 6 xerogels became 

mesoporous structures, with a hysteresis at 0.4 <p/po<0.65, (ii) pH 4 xerogels gave type I 

isothermes, a characteristic of microporous materials, and (iii) pH 2 gave dense structures (almost 

no nitrogen adsorption) for both CTP and RTP xerogels. The different trends are related to pH 1 

xerogels, where the CTP samples were dense whilst the RTP samples were microporous. Further, 

the RTP method delivered xerogels with higher total pore volumes for all pH samples, irrespective 

if the structures were mesoporous, microporous or dense. The DFT pore size distribution based on 

the nitrogen adsorption curves are shown in Figures 5.2C and 5.2D. Apart from the dense samples, 

the general trend is that all samples resulted in a ternary pore size distribution, thus demonstrating 

the amorphous nature of porous silica derived from sol-gel process. The ternary pore size 

distribution are also in line with the work of Duke and co-workers [43] who reported this type of 

distribution for silica materials derived from tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) by using positron 

annihilation spectroscopy. For pH 4 and 6 samples, the overall trend is that RTP method led to a 
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slightly broader pore size distribution than the CTP method, however the overall distribution profile 

are quite similar. 

 

Figure 5.3 shows the BET surface areas as a function of the xerogel pH values for CTP and RTP at 

630 ºC. Apart from the variation at pH 1 samples (also observed in Figures 5.2A and 5.2B), there is 

a consistent trend that increasing the pH from 2 to 6 leads to an increase in surface area. The surface 

areas of RTP samples are generally higher than those of the equivalent CTP silica xerogels. For 

examples, at 630 ºC, the surface area of pH 4 and 6(RTP) xerogels were measured at 439 and 700 

m
2
 g

-1
, which are 120% (pH4) and 43% (pH6) higher than the CTP method. In order to understand 

the effect of temperature on structural formation, xerogels were also prepared by RTP at 400 ºC, 

except for pH 2 which were not considered due to their dense structural formation. It is also 

noteworthy that increasing the RTP temperature from 400 to 630 ºC consistently reduced the 

surface area of the xerogels for the pH 1, 4 and 6. This suggest that the densification of the gels is 

enhanced by thermal effect which causes an increase in the volumetric strain of the network as a 

result of further evaporation of the remaining solvent from the ES40 gels [44]. 

 

  

Figure 5.3 BET surface areas of CPT and RTP samples as a function of pH. 

The lack of porosity in the RTP pH 2 samples is interesting, though it is consistent with the CTP pH 

2 samples. It would be generally expected the production of porous materials at these acidic 

conditions for silica materials, although there is a single example of dense ES40 derived silica 

xerogels conventionally dried in an oven [45]. It should be mentioned that in that study, a different 

sol-gel preparation method with a H2O:Si ratio of 14:4 was employed, which was much lower than 

44:4 used in this work. It is hypothesized that due to the iso-electric point of silica surfaces is at 

approximately pH ~2 [30], the formation of charged silica species is at a minimum. This means that 
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the silicon atoms are neither electrophilic nor nucleophilic by nature, and thus are not reactive 

towards other water or silanol species in the sol-gel system. In other words, at the point of zero 

charge (pH ~2), there is no promotion of hydrolysis and condensation reactions, which would 

probably lead to smaller oligomeric species. On account of this process, the silica network is 

anticipated to pack more densely during thermal consolidation as evidenced by Figures 5.2 and 5.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Representative FTIR spectrum with deconvoluted peaks (B) and comparative 

FTIR ratios of silanol to siloxane of CTP and RTP silica xerogels. 

The functional groups of the microporous silica matrices were investigated by FTIR-ATR analyses. 

Figure 5.4A displays a representative FTIR spectrum in the range of 1400 – 600 cm
-1

 for the silica 

derived xerogels. In order to further analyze the subtle differences in the chemical compositions of 

these xerogels in each series, deconvolution of the overlapping peaks was performed using the Fityk 

program. The deconvoluted peaks at ~1235 (peak I) and 1065 cm
-1

 (peak IV) are assigned to the 

longitudinal optical (LO)-transverse optical (TO) splitting mode of anti-symmetric stretching 

vibration of 6-ring siloxane, while the absorption vibrations at ~1200 (peak II) and 1150 cm
-1

 (peak 

III) correspond to the LO-TO mode of 4-ring siloxane, the fitted peak at ~1020 cm
-1

 (peak V) is 

attributed to the chain and sheet silicates , and the peak at ~800 cm
-1

 (peak VII) is assigned to the 

stretching mode of symmetric siloxane [46, 47]. Semi-quantitative analysis was conducted using the 

relative vibrational absorption of the uncondensed silanol (peak VI; 960 cm
-1

) to the condensed 

siloxane (major peak IV; 1050 cm
-1

) groups, of which the peak are ratio is used as an indicator of 

the degree of condensation. As depicted in Figure 5.4B, the Si–OH/Si–O–Si area ratio varied 

slightly with increasing pH, though the difference is not very evident and sits within the range of 

error. However, it is noteworthy that the RTP method delivered a higher concentration of siloxane 

species as compared to the silanol groups indicating that condensation reaction is favoured. On the 
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other hand, the CTP method produced a slightly higher concentration of silanol species leading to a 

less condensed network. The decrease of silanol groups with increasing RTP temperature 

(uncalcined, 400 and 630 °C) demonstrates the silica structures undergo an ongoing process of 

condensation and partial densification (Figure 5.3) during the thermal treatment. The FTIR results 

(Figure 5.4B) clearly indicate that the RTP method led to more siloxane bridges as compared to the 

CTP method. 

 

To further understand the thermal effect during calcination, TGA results in Figure 5.5 show the 

mass loss of ES40 as-prepared gels exposed of very fast ramping rates as RTP and slow ramping 

rate as CTP to simulate the respective thermal processes. It is noteworthy that the mass loss profiles 

differ significantly between CTP and RTP irrespective of the xerogel’s pH. A consistent trend in all 

the CTP samples is clearly observed at the onset of mass loss up to 100 ºC, which is mainly 

attributed to physisorbed water trapped in the porous structure of the silica films [48]. In fact, the 

mass loss calculated at 100 ºC is constant for samples in both the CTP and RTP methods as a 

function of pH (Figure 5.5D). The difference here is that the overall mass loss for RTP samples is 

only ~2.3 wt%, which is very marginal as compared that of ~17 wt% for the CTP samples at 100 ºC. 

There is also a mass loss lag of 50-75 ºC up to ~260-275 ºC for the RTP method. This lag is most 

likely associated with heat transfer into the xerogel as the RTP ramping rate of 100 ºC min
-1

 is 100 

times higher than that of CTP method. 

 

Nevertheless, it is also noteworthy the differences in mass loss pathways as a result of different pH 

condition. The pH 1 RTP xerogel final mass loss was significantly lower than the CTP xerogels, 

contrary to that of the pH 6 xerogel samples. It is interesting to note that the mass loss of the RTP 

xerogels has a pronounced sharp drop near 275 ºC, which is much accentuated in the pH 6 samples. 

This result shows that a large amount of volatile species are released at this temperature point, 

despite that all of the samples were prepared using the same amount of the solvents in the initial sol 

preparation. Similarly, the CTP samples show the same pattern of profile but at a lower temperature 

of approximately 200 ºC.  

 

In principle, it could be assumed that the RTP method would cause a very fast solvent evaporate 

rates, due to the rapid exposure of very high temperatures at the onset of calcination, and should 

induce high capillary stresses which in turn would significantly densify the amorphous silica 

structure. However, this is not supported by the initial mass loss pattern of the RTP samples prior to 

200 ºC due to the mass loss lagging behaviour. Furthermore, the mass loss of the pH 6 RTP samples 

is significantly larger than that of the CTP samples as shown by a 50% final mass post 300 ºC 
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inferring structural densification. Yet it is the most porous sample with the highest pore volume and 

surface area (Figure 5.3). Therefore, these results indicate that the matrix for this sample undergoes 

a significant degree of both chemical and physical restructuring. This is consistent with the FTIR 

results (Figure 5.4B), which clearly supports that the RTP method led to an increased formation of 

siloxane bridges, which oppose capillary densification, as compared to the CTP method. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 (A, B and C) Mass loss profiles as a function of xerogel pH, and (D) mass loss 

profile of RTP (100 ºC min
-1

) and CTP (1 ºC min
-1

) xerogel samples with respective to 

temperature. 

 

5.3.2. Membrane performance 

 

Interlayer-free membranes containing two silica layers only were prepared by the RTP method. The 

pH 6 sols were relatively viscous and had to be diluted with EtOH just before dip coating. This was 

necessary as the original sol viscosity was too high and produced membrane layers that were too 

thick and subsequently cracked under RTP method. The best final molar ratio of EtOH:Si is 255:4 

after dilution with EtOH. Membranes prepared with pH 1 and pH 2 failed as part of the thin films 
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flaked off from the -Al2O3 porous substrates. These membranes were also tested for desalination 

though significant pore wetting occurred at the onset of the experimental work, thus confirming that 

the pH 1 and pH 2 membranes had inherent major defects.  Therefore, pH 4 and pH 6 membranes 

with a EtOH:Si dilution of 255:4 were successfully prepared and tested for desalination. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Water flux (±10) and salt rejection (±1) for membranes (A) pH 4 and (B) pH 6 as a 

function of salt concentration and feed temperature. 

Figures 5.6A and 5.6B show the desalination performance of the pH4 and pH6 membranes for pure 

water, brackish water (NaCl 0.3 wt%) and sea water (NaCl 3.5 wt%) concentrations. Several points 

of interest should be noted for the results in these figures. Firstly, the salt rejection is over 99% for 

pH 4 membrane irrespective of salt concentration or temperature. The same cannot be said about pH 

6 membrane as salt rejection decreased to 96%, though this performance is still considered very 

good. Secondly, the water flux increases as a function of temperature. This is associated with the 

evaporation process during PV desalination which is driven by the pressure difference across the 

membrane between the feed side and permeate side. Hence, the increase in temperature raises the 

vapour pressure in the feed side, thus producing larger vapour pressure gradient and higher water 

flux. There is a large drop in water flux as the salt concentration was raised from 0 to 0.3 wt%, 

followed by a minor reduction for seawater (3.5 wt%) concentration. This effect has been 

previously reported for silica membranes [49] and associated with concentration and/or temperature 

polarisation effect. This work, in addition to previous similar works on silica membranes, was 

carried out under similar testing conditions of Reynolds number of 90,000. In principle, 

concentration polarization should not be a concern at high Reynolds number [50], where the 
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concentration of the salt on the external membrane surface should have been disturbed and 

thoroughly mixed with water by the turbulent regime. Therefore, the reduction of water fluxes 

observed in this work, as previously associated with concentration polarization, is probably 

attributed to the ability of hydrophilic silica surfaces to adsorb hydrated ions. This was 

demonstrated by de Lint and co-workers [51] for the retention of of Na
+
 and Cl

-
 ions on silica 

membranes coated on -alumina substrates. Therefore, hydrated ions are likely to block the pore 

entrance of the microporous silica, and hinder the diffusion of water through the membrane. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 –120 h performance of pH 4 and pH 6membranes in terms of water flux (± 10%) 

and salt rejection (±1%). 

Figure 5.7 show extended desalination operation of the pH4 and pH 6 membranes under various 

conditions of salt concentration and temperature. Both membranes delivered constant performance 

for each set of testing conditions until 120 h. Interestingly, the salt rejection was very high at 99% 
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up to 120 h, when salt rejection started to decrease. In principle, salt does not evaporate under the 

given conditions in this work. The reason for salt being measured from the permeate water collected 

in the cold trap is associated with hydrated ions being entrained into the water vapour molecules. In 

turn, this is given an indication that the ES40 derived matrix has been altered due to the interactions 

between the hydrophilic silica and water. The classical sol-gel science reported by Iler [52] 

describes that silanol groups form less rigid structure within the silica matrix which are less stable 

and interact with water molecules. Likewise silica rehydration occurs, where siloxane bridges break 

down forming silanol groups [53]. Many of these silanol groups become unconstrained and mobile 

when exposed to water, thus broadening the pore sizes of silica structures [54]. Therefore, the 

reduction in salt rejection after 120 h operation, coupled with the silanol groups (see Figure 5.4), 

confirms that water has irretrievably affected the silica matrix. 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Water flux and salt rejection  at NaCl 3.5 wt% at room temperature for 

membranes (A) as a function of the EtOH:Si dilution ratio, and (B) EtOH:Si of 200:4 for 350 

h operation. 

The interlayer-free RTP membranes prepared with pH 4 gave the best sol-gel condition and the 

effect of EtOH:Si in the preparation of membranes was further investigated. The membranes 

prepared with EtOH:Si of 200:4 and 150:4 delivered water fluxes of 1.80 and 1.45 kg m
-2

 h
-1

, 

respectively, slightly lower than 2.32 kg m
-2

 h
-1

 for the 255:4 membrane (Figure 5.7). In Figure 5.8, 

the membrane prepared with EtOH:Si of 200:4 was further tested for 350 h operation at a single 

testing condition of NaCl 3.5 wt% at room temperature. This time the membrane was stable up to 

300 hours delivering constant water fluxes of ~2.5 kg m
-2

 h
-1

 and ~99% salt rejection. At 350 h the 

membrane failed due to pore wetting. The improved long term operation of the 200:4 membranes 
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was attributed to its sol-gel being slightly more viscous than the 255:4 sol, so possibly forming a 

slightly thicker silica film. Another possibility is the effect of temperature which may have 

accelerated the degradation of membranes prepared with the EtOH:Si dilution ratio of 255:4, when 

it was tested at 60 ºC for 120 h. Similar temperature degradation effect was also observed for 

alumina-silicate zeolites for desalting water [55]. 

 

 

Figure 5.9 SEM images of (A) top surface, (B) and (C) cross sections also showing the top 

surface of the RTP interlayer free silica membranes. 

Representative SEM images of the cross section of the RTP interlayer-free silica membrane are 

displayed in Figure 5.9. The porous -Al2O3 porous substrates (Figure 5.9A) shows smooth surface 

particles ran 0.15 to 1.00 µm. The RTP interlayer-free membrane in Figure 5.9B shows that a top-

film had not been formed. Indeed, the particles on the top surface of the substrate are clear 

demonstrating a rough surface. However, the cross-section displays a deep impregnation of the sol-

gel, which filled the inter-particle spaces, though there are a few regions which show medium (0.03 

to 0.11 µm) and large (0.20 µm) size pores. Due to the high salt rejections (up to 99%), these pores 

are not deemed to be connected, otherwise poor salt rejections could be induced. As such, the 

membrane structure was mainly controlled by small constrictions which hindered the passage of 

hydrated ions by pore size exclusion. It is interesting to observe how deep the sol-gel penetrated 

into the porous substrates. This is more evident in Figure 5.9C which shows a silica impregnation 

thickness of ~3.3 to ~5 µm. The impregnated silica structures into the -Al2O3 porous substrate is a 

departure from the conventional methods of silica membranes by either CTP or RTP with substrates 

containing interlayers, where previous works resulted in the formation of thin-films with 

thicknesses of < 0.5 µm [56-58]. Apart from dispensing with costs associated with interlayer 

preparation, the RTP interlayer-free method in this work produced membranes in less than 3 hours 

with only 2 dipping-calcination cycles. This is a significant advantage over the CTP silica 

membranes, which typically require up to 10-14 days of fabrication. Furthermore, this work paves 

the way for the preparation of interlayer-free RTP membranes, where further silica structure 
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stability can be conferred by incorporating polymer additives or hydrophobic organic component as 

stabilizers for desalination applications. 

 

The deep impregnation is caused the initial high capillary forces upon contact of a liquid (sol) with 

and a dry porous surface (substrate). As the solid substrate contains large pores, similar to 

capillaries, the liquid is immediately drawn into the substrate induced by the wetting force.  This is 

the forces of attraction between liquid and solid and is the pressure difference across the liquid-gas 

interface as described by the well-known Laplace equation, PL =  2γ cosθ/r, where γ is surface 

tension of the liquid, θ the contact angle, and r the pore radius [59]. As time progresses, the wetting 

force is reduced as free energy of liquid-solid interface takes over, at which point an equilibrium is 

reached. Therefore, further liquid inhibition is not realised [60]. 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Conceptual schematic of the interlayer-free RTP membrane (A) first and (B) 

second dip coating steps. 

Upon the first RTP calcination, the integrity of the membrane to reject salt was not achieved, thus 

confirming an inhomogeoues pore size distribution containing several large pores leading to pore 

wetting. Superior pore size control and pore wetting avoidance was achieved upon the second dip-

coating RTP calcination, as confirmed by the high salt rejection in Figure 5.6. The structural 

evolutions of the membranes upon each RTP calcination step are schematically represented in 

Figure 5.10. The first dip-coating step led to the deep impregnation of the ES40 sol-gel as observed 

in Figure 5.9C. This led to the formation of a very porous silica structure. The second dip-coating 

step led to the formation of a top thick ES40 silica film. This is therefore the silica layer with the 

molecular dimensions to reject hydrated ion salts by size hindrance. The interlayer-free approach 

using ES40-derived silica membranes is presented for the first time in this work. ES40 played an 

important role as the oligomeric chains of silica species are prone to undergo cluster-cluster growth 

and confer higher degree of condensation [61]. In turn, the RTP method increased the degree of 

condensation over the CTP method, as evidenced by the relative increased formation of silanane 

bridges (Si–O–Si) over uncondensed silanol (Si–OH) groups. As a result, ES40 sol-gel synthesis in 
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this work, coupled with the RTP method, led to the formation of larger silica species in the sols and 

stronger polymeric network, which were able to resist drying stresses during rapid thermal 

consolidation within the -Al2O3 porous substrate. 

5.4 Conclusions 

This work demonstrates for the first time the preparation of interlayer-free silica membranes by the 

RTP method. Besides the cost and time associated with interlayer preparation, the RTP interlayer-

free method in this work produced membranes in less than 3 hours with only 2 dipping-calcination 

cycles. This achievement was realised by a systematic study of the sol-gel synthesis and using ES40 

as a silica precursor. RTP ES40 xerogels formed structures with high surface area and siloxane 

bridges as compared to the analogous CTP ES40 xerogels. RTP resulted in water being retained 

inside the xerogel pores at higher temperatures, thus favouring the condensation reactions and 

formation of siloxane bridges. The pH of the sol-gel played an important role in the preparation of 

interlayer-free membranes, as pH 4 and 6 sols formed membranes with capabilities to avoid pore 

wetting and given high salt rejection. The best interlayer-free RTP silica membrane was prepared 

with a pH4 sol obtained, which reached high water fluxes of 17.8 kg m
-2

 h
-1

 at 60 ºC and high salt 

reject (>99%) for desalination of 3.5 wt% sea water. The dilution of the sol with ethanol also played 

an important role, as pH4 membranes prepared with EtOH:Si ratio of 255:4 were stable for 120 h, 

whilst change this ratio to 200:4 increase the stability to 300 h. This improvement was attributed to 

thicker films derived from more viscous sols. Furthermore, this work paves the way for the 

preparation of interlayer-free RTP membranes, where further silica structure stability can be 

conferred by incorporating polymer additives or hydrophobic organic component as stabilizers for 

desalination applications. 
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6 INVESTIGATION ON THE EFFECT OF REACTANT 

RATIO (H2O:Si) ON MEMBRANE PERFORMANCE 

FOR DESALINATION  
 

 

Introduction 

 

The aim of this Chapter is to further develop the novel membrane preparation method as described 

in the last chapter by systematically investigating the effect of H2O:Si ratio on membrane properties 

and consequent desalination performance, whilst using an acid catalyzed refluxed sol-gel synthesis. 

  

Contribution 

 

This chapter shows that by adjusting the H2O:Si ratio in the sol-gel reactions, high quality 

interlayer-free silica membranes can be successfully prepared by RTP method through acid (pH=1) 

catalyzed sol-gel process. The membrane synthesis procedure was simplified by escaping the step 

of changing the sol pH to basic region (pH ~ 4 or 6) as required in Chapter 5. The best membrane 

performed high water flux up to 7 kg m
-2

 h
-1

 and high salt rejection (>99%) for desalination of 3.5 

wt% seawater at 60 ºC. In addition, these membranes exhibited extraordinary hydrostability, as 

evidenced by the steady water flux and maintained salt rejection for desalinating seawater at room 

temperature for up to 818 h, prolonged by at least 500 h as compared to the best pH 4 membranes in 

Chapter 5. These works can be utilized as fundamental research for future membrane desalination 

development by further tailoring the pore size and/or surface chemistry through doping organic 

templates or metal oxides for instance. 
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Investigation on the Effect of Reactant Ratio (H2O:Si) on Membrane Performance for 

Desalination 

 

 

Abstract 

 

This Chapter focuses on the further development of the interlayer-free ES40 membranes prepared 

by the rapid thermal processing (RTP) method. It is the aim of this Chapter to provide further 

insights of the novel membrane preparation method by systematically investigating the effect of 

H2O:Si ratio, whilst using an acid catalyzed refluxed sol-gel synthesis. This chapter shows that by 

controlling the sol-gel method, particularly water as hydrolyzing agent, it is also possible to prepare 

interlayer-free ES40 membranes by the RTP method at pH = 1 to achieve the desired microporous 

structure with narrow pore size distribution. This chapter also shows that the hydrostability of the 

membranes derived from acid catalysed silica sols (pH=1) is greatly improved by more than ~500 h 

compared to that from membranes prepared using pH > 2 sols in Chapter 5 due to the formation of 

thicker silica films. The effect of H2O/Si ratio on the hydrostability of the membranes is also 

studied, but the difference is attributed to the substrate quality. 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

The previous Chapter 5 was devoted to show proof of concept that it is possible to prepare silica 

membranes directly on substrates by the RTP method. Therefore, Chapter 5 shows the first 

demonstration of this novel membrane preparation method, which was achievable by using ES40 

being a much stronger silica precursor against thermal stresses during fast heating rates. Chapter 5 

focused on adapting the ES40 sol-gel to the required conditions, a knowledge that was subsequently 

used to prepare membranes to separate water from sodium chloride ions whilst delivering high salt 

rejections in desalination. This was achieved by varying the pH of the sol-gel, where the best 

membranes were prepared with pH > 2, a value above the silica iso-electric point (IEP) [1]. A major 

achievement in Chapter 5 was the production of silica membranes in 3 hours, less than 1% of the 

time required for the fabrication of silica membranes by conventional thermal processes. A second 

achievement was showing silica membranes were hydrostable up to 300 h in desalination, well 

beyond of the state of art for pure silica membranes [2]. Although these results are encouraging, 

further research is warranted to understand the ES40 sol-gel method and further improve the long 

term performance of the synthesised membranes. 
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Numerous works in sol-gel science have documented that the H2O:Si ratio plays a fundamental role 

in the formation of silanol and siloxane groups through hydrolysis and water condensation 

reactions, which are described in the Chapter 2 [1, 3]. Controlling the H2O:Si ratio has been 

extensively studied to tailor silica membrane microstructure derived from TEOS for gas separation 

[4-9] and desalination [10-15]. As a general rule, the H2O:Si ratio is typically limited to below 6:1 

to delay the onset of the silica condensation reactions during the hydrolysis stage. This would lead 

to the formation of a high concentration of silanol groups, with a tendency to form ultra-

microporous structures (dp < 5Å) which is a necessity for molecular size exclusion. These are 

known to form molecular sieve structures, allowing the diffusion of water (which has a kinetic 

diameter of 2.6Å) in the case of desalination, and hindering the passage of the larger hydrated salt 

ions such as Cl
-
·H2O (6.64 Å) and Na

+
·H2O (7.16 Å) [16, 17]. However, as mentioned in the 

previous chapters, silanol groups are hydrophilic [18], and as such microporous silica membranes 

are known to become hydrothermally unstable [19-21] due to rehydration and recondensation of the 

siloxane bonds. Therefore, by systematically increasing the H2O:Si ratio, one would expect to 

promote condensation reactions during the sol-gel process to form more siloxane bridges. This was 

indeed observed in Chapter 3. Furthermore, Chapter 4 showed that ES40-derived silica samples in 

the water series under acid-catalyzed conditions have all retained approximately 75% of their pore 

volume after the hydrothermal treatment due to a stronger microstructure leading to an improved 

hydrostability of the matrices. Based on these observations, interlayer-free RTP membranes 

prepared under this sol-gel regime may offer a better operational stability for desalination. 

 

Therefore, this chapter investigates the preparation of microporous interlayer-free RTP silica 

membranes in the acid catalysis regime (below the IEP of silica species) as a function of H2O:Si 

ratio. This was only possible by reducing the ethanol to silica ratio used in the sol-gel synthesis in 

Chapter 5. In order to provide further insights into the preparation of silica membranes by the novel 

interlayer-free RTP approach, the effects of H2O:Si sol-gel ratio and thermal processing (CTP for 

comparison) on the physico-chemical properties of the silica microstructure were studied. 

Furthermore, the synthesised membranes were systematically tested for their performance in terms 

of water permeate flux and salt rejection for a range of operating conditions including desalinating 

pure water, feed salt concentration of 0.3 wt% and 3.5 wt% at various temperatures at 25, 40 and 

60 °C, in addition to long term desalination operation. 

 

6.2 Experimental 

 

6.2.1. Membrane materials synthesis and characterisation 
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The membrane materials were produced by the sol-gel processing of ES40 (Wacker Chemicals 

Australia Pty Ltd). Firstly, distilled water, ethanol (EtOH, AR grade) and 1 M nitric acid (HNO3) 

were mixed in a conical flask and the solution was maintained at pH 1. Then ES40 was added 

dropwise to the solution under stirring at room temperature. For the H2O series (H2O–x), the initial 

molar ratio of Si (ES40): EtOH: H2O: HNO3 was 4: 15: x: 0.4, where x (H2O) equals to 20, 44 or 92. 

After stirring for 10 min at room temperature, the sol-gel mixture was heated up to 60 °C under 

reflux in water bath for 3 h to obtain a homogeneous solution. Subsequently, the mixture was dried 

in oven at 60 °C for over 2 days and then calcined in air at 630 °C for 1 h using the rapid thermal 

processing (RTP) adopted from Wang and co-workers as described in Chapters 5 [22]. 

 

The xerogels was characterised by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy performed by a 

Shimadzu IRAffinity-1 with a Pike MIRacle diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) attachment 

over a wavenumber range of 4000–600 cm
-1

. Baseline setting and peak deconvolution of the spectra 

were performed using the Fityk program based on Gaussian peaks. The intensity of siloxane peak at 

~1050 cm
-1

 was normalized to 100% for each spectrum. Nitrogen adsorption was conducted at -

196 °C using a Micromeritics TriStar 3020 instrument. Samples were degassed at 200 °C overnight 

before each measurement. The specific surface areas were calculated using the Brunner-Emmett-

Teller (BET) method. The pore size distributions were determined from adsorption branch of the 

isotherms using the Density Functional Theory (DFT) method on cylindrical pores with oxide 

surfaces model. Cross-polarisation magic-angle-spinning (CP/MAS) solid-state 
29

Si nuclear 

magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) was performed on an Avance III spectrometer (Bruker) 

for silicon groups. A thermo-gravimetric differential scanning colorimetric analysis TGA-DSC1 

(Mettler Toledo) was used for the TGA analysis of xerogel samples. The testing conditions for all 

measurements were set at air flow rate of 60 ml min
-1

 and dwell time of 60 min at 630 ºC. The 

ramping rates were 100 ºC min
-1 

for RTP and 1 ºC min
-1

 for CTP. 

 

6.2.2. Membrane preparation and desalination performance measurement 

 

The synthesized sol solutions were diluted by EtOH to a final EtOH:Si of 150:4 to reduce the sol 

viscosity immediately prior to dip-coating. Dip-coating was conducted directly on macroporous α-

alumina substrate (Ceramic Oxide Fabricates, Australia) which was pre-calcined at 1000 °C for 8 h 

with a ramp rate of 5 °C min
-1

 to enhance mechanical strength and remove organic impurity. The 

substrate was dip-coated by the prepared sols with a dwell time of 1 min and dipping and 

withdrawal rates of 10 and 5 cm min
-1

, respectively. The membranes were dried at 60 °C for 30 min 
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followed by calcination at 630 °C for 1 h using the RTP method, following the same procedure as 

for the xerogel preparation. The dip-coating, drying and calcination process were repeated twice to 

prevent the existence of membrane defects. Morphological features of the membranes were 

examined using a Jeol JSM-7001F SEM with a hot (Schottky) electron gun at an acceleration 

voltage of 10kV. 

 

Desalination performance measurements were conducted using a classic pervaporation rig as 

described by Chapter 5. The set-up included a feed solution, membrane for testing, condenser and 

vacuum pump. Saline solutions (NaCl, Sigma-Aldrich) with salt concentrations ranging from 0 to 

3.5 wt% were prepared as the feed solutions and the temperature was set at 25, 40 or 60 °C. The 

feed solution was kept under constant turbulent stirring to minimize concentration polarization on 

the feed side. Vacuum was applied on the permeate side and water vapor was collected by the 

condenser immersed in liquid nitrogen. The mass of permeate (m) was measured and water flux (F) 

was calculated from the equation F=m/A·t, where A is active area of the testing membrane and t is 

the collecting time. The salt rejection (R) was calculated from R=(Cf-Cp)/Cf × 100%, where Cf and 

Cp are the salt concentration of the feed side and permeate side, respectively, which were 

determined by the conductivities measured by a labCHEM CP conductivity meter. 

 

6.3. Results and discussion 

 

6.3.1. Membrane material properties 

 

Figure 6.1 shows the nitrogen sorption isotherms and DFT pore size distribution of the xerogels 

prepared from different H2O ratios calcined using both CTP and RTP methods. As can be seen from 

Figures 6.1A and 6.1B, all the isotherms exhibit Type I profiles, indicating micropores are dominant 

in the silica microstructure. However, the relative pressure where adsorption reaches saturation and 

total volume absorbed increases with increasing H2O ratio, implying the existence of larger pores 

and total pore volume. These trends can also be clearly observed through the pore size distributions 

in Figures. 6.1C and 6.1D, which is derived from the adsorption isotherm branches in Figure 6.1A 

and 6.1B. Similar trends are observed to those in Chapter 5 for pH 4 and 6 ES40 xerogels, where 

the RTP method provided higher total pore volumes than the CTP method. Furthermore, the 

samples were mainly microporous, based on a tri-modal pore size distribution. However, a major 

difference in the results of this Chapter compared to those of the pH 1 and pH 2 samples in Chapter 

5 is related to their isotherms which showed dense materials for the CTP method in Chapter 5. This 

can be explained by the effect of refluxing during the preparation of the sols in this work. It is well-
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known that increasing reaction temperature promotes chemical reactions from the kinetics and 

thermodynamics perspectives. More specifically, the rationale of reflux is two-fold. Firstly, the sol-

gel reactions are favoured in the forward directions due to the progressive removal of the ethanol 

from constant evaporation/recondensation of the ethanol and a small amount of water in the system. 

Secondly, increasing reaction temperature increases the entropy of the system thereby overcoming 

the diffusion-limited barrier and improves phase homogeneity of the system, which is in good 

accord with the findings in Chapter 3. As such, hydrolysis and condensation reactions in this sol-gel 

process are expected to be accelerated [1, 23]. Hence, the larger extent of the sol-gel reactions in 

this work is clearly evidenced by the final textural properties of the silica xerogels. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms of xerogels prepared by the (A) CTP and (B) 

RTP methods, and DFT pore size distribution of silica xerogels prepared by the (C) CTP and 

(D) RTP methods as a function of different H2O:Si ratios. 

Figure 6.2 shows that the surface area increases as a function of the H2O:Si ratio, irrespective of the 

method used (CTP or RTP) and temperature (400 and 630 ˚C). Further, surface areas were higher 

for the samples prepared by RTP method, and increasing the RTP temperature led to a slight 

densification of the silica matrix as surface area was reduced. These trends are also observed in 

Chapter 5. In comparison, the surface areas of the RTP samples are approximately 60% (506 to 616 

m
2
 g

-1
) higher than those microporous samples in Chapter 5 for pH 1 (351 m

2
 g

-1
) and pH 4 (362 m

2
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g
-1

), though lower than the slightly mesoporous silica samples for pH 6 (700 m
2
 g

-1
). The structural 

features of the ES40 xerogels prepared in this Chapter suggest that the sol-gel reaction gave slightly 

different amorphous silica structures as compared to Chapter 5. 

 

 

Figure 6.2 N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms (A) and DFT pore size distribution (B) of silica 

xerogels prepared from different H2O ratio. 

In order to further understand the effect of the H2O:Si ratio, the FTIR spectrum represented in 

Figure 6.3A was deconvoluted using the Fityk program. For the sake of clarity, the deconvoluted 

peaks as determined in Chapter 5 are repeated in this chapter again. The deconvoluted peaks at 

~1235 (peak I) and 1065 cm
-1

 (peak IV) are assigned to the longitudinal optical (LO)-transverse 

optical (TO) splitting mode of anti-symmetric stretching vibration of 6-ring siloxane, while the 

absorption at ~1200 (peak II) and 1150 cm
-1

 (peak III) correspond to the LO-TO mode of 4-ring 

siloxane [24, 25], and the fitted peak at ~1020 cm
-1

 is attributed to the chain and sheet silicates [26]. 

Semi-quantitative analysis was conducted using the relative absorption of the uncondensed silanol 

(peak VI) to the condensed siloxane (the dominant peak IV) bonds, which is again used as indicator 

of the degree of condensation. The comparative FTIR area ratios in Figure 6.3B show that the 

change of the Si–OH/Si–O–Si ratios is insignificant under the same given calcination condition, 

irrespective of the water ratio. This result is interesting because in principle water is a hydrolysing 

agent. As a following reaction of hydrolysis, condensation reactions are expected to increase 

because of the shift in the reaction equilibrium to form the siloxane groups. However, due to the 

reaction temperature is raised during the sol-gel process, a possible explanation could be that the 

rates of formation of the silanol and the siloxane groups are both promoted by the input of thermal 
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energy and they remain relatively close throughout the process. Hence, the effect of increasing 

water ratio is only seen marginally as the effect of reaction temperature is most likely to dominate 

in the system. 

 

 

Figure 6.3 FTIR spectrum and peak convolution of H2O–20 (A) and comparative FTIR ratios 

of silanol to siloxane (B) of silica xerogels. 

 

 

Figure 6.4 –
29

Si NMR spectra of silica xerogels prepared by RTP for the different H2O:Si 

ratios. 

To further evaluate the chemical structure and concentration of silica species in the xerogels, 

CP/MAS solid-state 
29

Si NMR measurement was conducted and the spectra are given in Figure 6.4. 

The spectra were deconvoluted as shown by the dash line in Figure 6.4 and the percentage of Q
2
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4
 are calculated from the deconvoluted peaks and listed in 

Table 6.1 where Q
n
 represents (SiO)nSi(OH)4-n. It can be seen that the Q
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in all the samples, although a slight decrease in the ratio of Q
2
/Q

4
 can be seen with respect to 

increasing the water ratio. The decrease in Q
2
 percentage from 14 in H2O–20 to 12 in H2O–92 

samples is accompanied by the increase of Q
3
 species from 66 to 69, respectively, whilst the 

proportion of Q
4
 is almost equivalent. These results indicate that increase of water ratio in sol-gel 

solutions appears to promote the transformation of Q
2
 to Q

3
 sites. Since the Q

4
 distribution remains 

almost unchanged, likewise are the ratios of silanol/siloxane ((Q
2
 + Q

3
) / Q

4
), which is in good 

accordance with the FTIR results in Figure 6.3B. 

 

Table 6.1 Q
n
 percentage distributions of the xerogels calculated from 

29
Si NMR measurement. 

Sample Code Q
2
 Q

3
 Q

4
 Q

3
/Q

4
 Q

2
/Q

4
 (Q

2
 + Q

3
) / Q

4
 

H2O–20 14 66 20 3.3 0.70 4.0 

H2O–44 13 67 20 3.4 0.65 4.0 

H2O–92 12 69 19 3.6 0.63 4.3 

 

The TGA results in Figure 6.5 show similar trends obtained in Chapter 5 for the mass loss of ES40 

as-prepared gels exposed to very fast ramping rates as RTP and slow ramping rate as CTP. A 

consistent trend in all the CTP samples is clearly observed at the onset of mass loss up to 100 ºC, 

which is mainly attributed to physisorbed water trapped in the porous structure of the silica films 

[27]. Likewise to the results in Chapter 5, the mass loss calculated at 100 ºC is constant for samples 

in both the CTP and RTP methods as a function of pH (Figure 6.5D). The difference here is that the 

overall mass loss for RTP samples is only ~3.9 wt%, which is very marginal as compared that of 

~21 wt% for the CTP samples at 100 ºC. There is also a mass loss lag of 50-100 ºC up to 200 ºC, 

which is at lower temperatures than in Chapter 5 (~260-275 ºC) for the RTP method. This lag is 

most likely associated with heat transfer into the xerogel, similar to Chapter 5, as the RTP ramping 

rate of 100 ºC min
-1

 is 100 times faster than that of CTP method.  

 

Furthermore, the mass loss of the RTP and CTP samples for the H2O–44 and H2O–92 tends to 

converge at high temperatures. This suggested that these samples condensation reactions pathway 

may be similar (e.g. also supported by the FTIR results), with the exception that the RTP method 

leads to the onset of evaporation of the physisorbed water from the silica matrices at higher 

temperatures than the CTP method. However, the H2O–20 samples prepared with the lower water 

ratio did not achieve the same mass loss conversion, unlike the other H2O–44 and H2O–92 samples 

prepared with high water content. This is similar in the TGA results of the pH 1 samples in Chapter 

5. 
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Figure 6.5 (A, B and C) Mass loss profiles as a function of different H2O:Si ratios, and (D) 

weight change of RTP (100 ºC min
-1

) and CTP (1 ºC min
-1

) xerogel samples with respective to 

water ratio and temperature. 

6.3.2. Membrane performance 

 

The interlayer-free RTP membranes supported on alumina substrates in this work were prepared by 

two cycles of dip-coating, drying and RTP calcination. Figure 6.6 shows the desalination 

performances of the membranes in terms of water permeate fluxes and salt rejections via vacuum 

pervaporation. There are several points that are noteworthy in the membrane performance. Firstly, 

the salt rejections of the membranes under all the tested conditions are over 99% for all the 

membranes at various salt concentrations, indicating interlayer-free technique can deliver high 

quality silica membranes using the pH 1 ES40 sols after reflux. These results are superior to those 

obtained in Chapter 5 where salt rejections varied between 95 and 99%. Secondly, the water fluxes 

of membranes clearly increase with increasing H2O:Si sol gel ratios. For example, it increases from 

2 kg m
-2

 h
-1

 in H2O–20 to 4 kg m
-2

 h
-1

 in H2O–44 and 16 kg m
-2

 h
-1

 in H2O–92 for pure water 

permeation at 25 °C. These results also increase two-fold with increasing feed temperature to 60 °C. 
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The superior performance produced by H2O–92 membrane is attributed to the highest total pore 

volume, which has less transport resistance and, consequently higher fluxes. Likewise, in Chapter 5 

the water flux in this chapter increased with increasing temperature, which is due to an increase in 

the driving force from a larger vapour pressure gradient. However, by increasing the salt 

concentration, the water flux of the H2O–92 membrane for desalination of 3.5 wt% salt solution at 

60 °C was not as outstanding as in other conditions, which is only 4.6 kg m
-2

 h
-1

, similar as that of 

the H2O–44 membrane. 

 

 

Figure 6.6 Water flux and salt rejection of H2O–20 (A), H2O–44 (B) and H2O–92 (C) 

membranes as a function of salt concentration. 

An important but often overlooked parameter of the membrane performance relates to its long term 

operation and hydrostability. Figure 6.7 shows the performance of the membranes tested up to 120 

h as a function of temperature and feed salt concentration. Interestingly, it is observed that the 

membrane performance is stable within this testing timeframe with good stable flux and high salt 

rejections. However, on a closer inspection, the salt rejection of H2O–20 membrane started to 

decline from >99% to 70% after 120 h at 60 °C in 3.5 wt% saline solution. Despite of this 

observation, the H2O–44 and H2O–92 membranes proved to deliver stable water fluxes and high 

salt rejections under all the testing conditions throughout this period. High temperature and high salt 

concentration affect the performance of inorganic membranes such as alumina-silicate zeolites [28], 

cobalt doped silica [13] and silica [2]. This problem is directly related to the ion exchange 

instability in zeolites, or hydro-instability of silica structures, coupled with silica sorption capacity 

towards salt ions [29]. 
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Figure 6.7 –120 h performance of pH 4 and pH 6 membranes for water flux (± 10%) and salt 

rejection (± 1%). 

The more hydrostable H2O–44 and H2O–92 membranes underwent further stability testing at room 

temperature and 3.5wt% NaCl feed water concentration as displayed in Figure 6.8. The H2O-44 

membrane maintained the best stable performance for over 818 h. This membrane failed in the next 

measurement at ~860 h. This is evidenced by the small, marginal fluctuation of fluxes averaging at 

2 kg m
-2

 h
-1

 and constant high salt rejections of greater than 99%. In comparison, the H2O–92 

membrane also produced constant performance of up to 300 h, after which the water fluxes 

increased by an average of 46%, from 2.8 to 4.1 kg m
-2

 h
-1

. Although salt rejection was kept 

constant >99% all the way to 600 h for this membrane, the increase of water fluxes at 300 h 

suggests the onset process that the silica membrane layer underwent some degree of structural 

degradation. Furthermore, the water flux increased to 6.0 kg m
-1

 h
-1

 at 600 h, followed by pore 

wetting and membrane failure thereafter. These results suggest that the membrane layer was no 
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longer able to sustain the liquid-vapour interface as a result of structural failure, possibly caused by 

the creation of major defects or widening of the pore size. 

 

 

Figure 6.8 Water fluxes and salt rejections (± 1%) of the (A) H2O–44, and (B) H2O–92 

membranes at NaCl 3.5 wt% at room temperature. 

The hydrostability performance of the membranes is somewhat intriguing. For instance, there were 

no evident changes of the ratio of silanol to siloxane groups as measured by FTIR (Figure 6.3) and 

29
Si NMR (Table 6.1). It is known that membranes with a higher amount of siloxane groups tend to 

be more stable contrary to those having a higher concentration of the hydrophilic silanol groups. 

The structural formation of the silica membranes is also very similar, showing tri-modal pore size 

distribution. The variations observed with the silica membranes as a function of the H2O:Si ratio are 

related to surface area and pore volumes, though the nitrogen isotherms were characterised by 

microporous materials. In order to throw further light into the membrane performance, SEM 

analysis was carried out to provide the membrane morphology information. 

 

Representative SEM images of the cross section of the H2O–44 membrane are displayed in Figure 

6.9. The -Al2O3 porous substrate in Figure 6.9A shows the individual alumina particles ranging 

from 0.15 to 1.00 µm in size with various inter-particle voids. The RTP interlayer-free membrane in 

Figure 6.9B shows that a top-film layer was not formed as it conventionally occurs for silica 

membranes coated on interlayered supports. Indeed, the top surface aspect of the membrane shows 

a rough surface. However, the cross-section displays a deep impregnation of the sol-gel, which 

filled most of the inter-particle spaces, albeit there are a few areas which show medium (0.03 to 
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0.11 µm) and large (0.20 µm) size unfilled voids. The SEM results in this chapter is characteristics 

of the impregnation effect, which was discussed in Chapter 5, and it is caused by the initial high 

capillary forces upon contact of a liquid (sol) with and a dry porous surface (substrate). As salt 

rejections in each of the membrane were very high (> 99%), it is assumed that these voids are not 

deemed to be connected and the membrane structure was mainly controlled by small constrictions 

which hindered the passage of hydrated ions by pore size exclusion. It is interesting to observe how 

deep into the porous substrates was the penetration of the sol-gel, similar to Chapter 5. 

 

Figure 6.9 SEM images of (A) -Al2O3 porous substrate, and (B) cross section of the RTP 

interlayer free silica H2O–44 membranes. 

Further investigation of the cross sections of all membranes post desalination testing was carried out 

by SEM analysis as shown in Figure 6.10. It reveals a broad impregnation depth with variations of 

13.4-17.3µm (H2O–20 membrane, Figure 6.10A), 3.8-8.2µm (H2O–44 membrane, Figure 6.10B) 

and 5.4-16.2µm (H2O–92 membrane, Figure 6.10C). It is interesting to note that the H2O–20 

membrane with the highest silica thickness (13.4-17.3µm), in addition to the lowest variation, was 

the membrane that failed first during long term hydrostability testing. Another interesting point to 

note is that the H2O–44 membrane, with the lowest silica thickness, actually survived the 

hydrostability test of 818 h without failing. 

 

 

Figure 6.10 SEM images of (A) H2O–20, (B) H2O–44 and (C) H2O–92 membranes post 

desalination long term testing. 
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This intriguing problem of membrane long term performance is therefore attributed to the substrate 

quality. In this thesis, cheap commercial substrates were purchased and used for the preparation of 

all membranes. Figure 6.9A clearly shows the substrates containing medium (0.03 to 0.11 µm) and 

large (0.20 µm) size pores, which are associated with small and large alumina particles. The 

variation of alumina particle sizes leads to the formation of a wide pore size distribution, and 

inhomogeneous porous substrates. In turn, this translates into different amounts of sol-gel 

penetrating the substrate at different depths during the sol-gel coating. On one hand, the novel 

method of interlayer free RTP silica membranes in this thesis is very robust, as it can also be used in 

the case of low quality substrates. On the other hand, improving the quality of the substrates, which 

can also increase costs quite considerably, will deliver the formation of impregnated homogeneous 

silica films. 

 

Though affected by the low quality of the substrates, it is believed that compared to the sol-gel 

conditions, the thickness of silica layers is more likely to be the key factor in controlling the 

hydrostability of these membranes. This was observed in Chapter 5 for the pH 4 and pH 6 

membranes where hydrostability was improved by using lower ethanol concentration to form 

thicker silica membranes. Moreover, the base-catalysed silica sols in Chapter 5 should be more 

hydrostable than the acid-catalysed silica sols as reported in Chapter 6 due to the further degree of 

condensation and crosslinking of the silica chains as discussed in Chapter 2. However, the resultant 

membranes gave the opposite desalination performance. Therefore, we conclude that the thickness 

of the silica layers is the key factor in controlling the hydrostability of the membrane. The thickness 

is determined by a combination of the sol-gel condition (including pH), the ethanol concentration 

(dilution) and the quality of the substrate, which have been systematically studied in this thesis. 

 

6.3.3. Sol-gel effect in silica film formation 

 

Upon the first RTP calcination, the integrity of the membrane to reject salt was not achieved, thus 

confirming an inhomogeneous pore size distribution containing several large pores leading to pore 

wetting. A superior pore size control to avoid pore wetting was achieved upon the deposition of a 

second layer and RTP calcination, confirmed by the high salt rejection in Figure 6.6. The structural 

evolutions of the membranes upon each RTP calcination cycle are schematically represented in 

Figure 6.11. In this approach, the pH 1 sols tend to coat the alumina particles of the substrate during 

the first coating step. The deep penetration of the sol is attributed to the initial high capillary forces 

related to the sol contacting a dry porous surface (substrate) as discussed in Chapter 5. Upon the 

second coating, the sol fills the remaining voids, thus forming microporous silica packed structure 
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between the alumina particles, as evidenced by the SEM images in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. After the 

two cycles of deposition and RTP calcination, a small number of micropores are expected to appear, 

and depicted in Figure 6.11 as red circles. This structural formation of the silica film for pH < 2 sols 

differs from that for pH > 2 sols as proposed in Chapter 5, as the latter had a large number of 

micropores and an observable division between the first macroporous layer and the top microporous 

silica layer (Figure 5.9 in Chapter 5). One possible reason that the membranes prepared in this 

Chapter are more hydrostable than those prepared in Chapter 5 may be directly related to the 

thickness of the impregnated silica films, which conferred a better structural integrity under 

desalination operation. In other words, thicker interlayer-free RTP silica membranes were prepared 

in this Chapter. This is also evidenced by the fact that water fluxes were generally lower is this 

Chapter (e.g. ~2.0 kg m
-1

 h
-1 

for 3.5 wt% seawater at 25 °C) than that of (~2.5 kg m
-1

 h
-1

) in Chapter 

5 because of the increased transport resistance from a thicker silica layer. 

 

Figure 6.11 Conceptual schematic of the interlayer-free RTP membrane. 

Another interesting point for discussion is that interlayer-free RTP silica membranes could be 

prepared using pH 1 sols as described in this chapter, but this was not achievable in Chapter 5. It is 

interesting that there are several similarities with the pH 1 sols from both chapters in terms of 

results and trends for nitrogen isotherms, pore size distribution and surface areas. The differences 

are the slightly higher concentration ratios of silanol to siloxane groups of 0.17-0.21 (this chapter) 

as compared to 0.15 (Chapter 5), and the EtOH:Si ratios of 150:4 (this chapter) and 255:4 (Chapter 

5). Hence, an impinging question here is why it is possible to prepare interlayer-free RTP silica 

membrane with a high ethanol dilution ratio for pH > 2 membranes, but for pH < 2 membranes a 

much lower ethanol dilution ratio is required. 

 

To rationalize these observations, we have to consider the fundamental of both the silica precursor 

characteristics and the sol-gel chemistry. As mentioned in Chapter 2 Literature Review, ES40 

oligomers are pre-polymerized silica precursors that are prone to undergo cluster-cluster growth to 

confer a larger pore size and total pore volume in general [30, 31]. As ES40 precursor 

predominately contains Q
1
 and Q

2
 species [1], which are more acidic species in nature than the 

1st 2nd
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unhydrolyzed Q
0
 species, the final silica structures derived from ES40 are expected to be quite 

different. For instance, it is anticipated that condensation reaction occurs preferentially between the 

Q
1
 species of the chain terminals and the more acidic Q

2
 species of the chain pendants [1], such that 

resulted in an open fractal structure from a higher degree of condensation during the ES40 sol-gel 

process. This is also in good accord with these previous studies [30, 31]. 

 

However, the roles of pH and ethanol solvent concentration (dilution) in the sol-gel process must 

also be considered. The effect of pH is critical in controlling the pathway of sol-gel reactions. 

Generally, silica microstructure and textural properties are governed by the degree of hydrolysis and 

condensation reactions during the sol-gel process as discussed in Chapter 2. When pH of the sol is 

less than the iso-electric point of the silica species (IEP = 2) [1], the sol-gel reactions are governed 

by the acidic regime. Under this condition, acid catalysis favours hydrolysis reactions leading to the 

formation of long-chained weakly-branched silica oligomers [32]. As such, the proximity of these 

weakly-branched silica species is greatly increased in a diluted sol (concentration-limited), thereby 

reducing the degree of statistical crosslinking between the silica species (diffusion-limited). 

Therefore, interlayer-free silica membranes formed by pH < 2 sol will require a much lower ethanol 

ratio to overcome these limitations. 

 

In contrast, increasing the sol pH above the silica IEP promotes condensation reactions during the 

early stage of hydrolysis. Under this condition, the ES40-derived silica species are characterized by 

highly-branched structure due to base catalysis sol-gel regime. As such, the highly-branched silica 

species will undergo a greater degree of random crosslinking between the comparatively larger 

molecules even under diluted conditions, hence a lower silanol to siloxane ratio is observed. This is 

the reason why it is possible to prepare interlayer-free RTP silica membranes with a higher ethanol 

dilution ratio (EtOH:Si = 255:4) for pH > 2 membranes, as evidenced by the pH 4 membranes 

discussed in Chapter 5. However, it should be heeded that excess ethanol can also retard the 

hydrolysis process by favoring the reverse reaction (alcoholysis) as ethanol is also a by-product of 

the sol-gel process. Furthermore, under the same given pH condition, increasing ethanol ratio can 

result in a diffusion-limited polymerization process with a longer gelation time, thereby leading to 

more microporous texture and a weaker microstructure [1, 33], especially under acidic regime. 

 

The simplicity and robustness of the interlayer-free RTP preparation method paves the way to 

research opportunities to prepare interlayer-free silica membranes by the RTP method. This may 

include doping silica with other compounds to confer the silica films functionalities otherwise not 

available in pure silica films such as organic templates, hydrophobic molecules or metal oxides. 
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These functionalities may address improvements in hydrostability or adsorption, or using new 

organo-silica precursors to change the silica structure. In the case that organic materials are use, it 

may be necessary to keep or to carbonise the organic phase in the silica matrix. To this end, the 

RTP equipment will have to be designed using inert atmospheres, instead of the oxidising gas that 

was used in this thesis.  

 

6.4. Conclusions 

 

This chapter also shows that the ES40 sol-gel synthesis is flexible and can be tailored to prepare 

high quality interlayer-free RTP silica membranes for pH sols below the iso-electric point of silica 

(IEP = 2). This achievement was only possible by reducing the EtOH:Si ratio together with a 

refluxed sol-gel synthesis. Under the sol-gel acidic regime, the degree of statistical crosslinking 

between the silica species is diffusion-limited, coupled with the fact that weakly-branched silica 

species are hindered from proximity (concentration-limited). Therefore, interlayer-free RTP silica 

membranes require much lower ethanol dilution levels for pH < 2 sol to overcome these limitations 

as compared with ES40 sols at higher pH (> 2) values.  

 

This chapter also proposes a different mechanistic model for the silica film formation. In the case of 

ES40 sols with pH < 2, the first layer tends to coat the substrate particles upon impregnation, whilst 

the second coat fills the remaining gaps between the coated particles. As a result, denser 

microporous silica films are formed, though a small number of macropores were also observed. 

This is contrary to the mechanism for ES40 sols with pH > 2 where macroporous were generally 

formed in the first coating whilst the second coating could not penetrate deeply into the substrate, 

thus forming a thinner microporous layer. These differences are associated with the acid and basic 

catalytic pathway of the sols below and above IEP = 2. 

 

The prepared membranes performed well, delivering water fluxes up to 7 kg m
-2

 h
-1

 and excellent 

salt reject (>99%) for desalination of NaCl 3.5 wt% sea water. Increasing the feed solution 

temperature or reducing the salt concentration led to an increase in water fluxes for all membranes, 

an outcome related to increasing the driving force for water permeation. Long term testing showed 

that the best membrane (H2O–44) was hydrostable for 818 h. This is a great improvement of over 

518 h as compared to the membranes prepared with pH > 2 in Chapter 5. The other membranes 

failed at 600 h (H2O–92) and 120 h (H2O–20). However, the non-hydrostability of membranes was 

attributed to the non-homogeneous porosity of the substrates, which contain a large variation of 

particle sizes, and a large pore size distribution, rather than to the silica sol-gel properties. 
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Finally, the preparation method, coupled with the ES40 sol-gel synthesis and the long term 

hydrostability, suggests that the interlayer-free RTP method is robust and can be used even in the 

case of low quality non-homogeneous porous substrates. This demonstration opens a window of 

opportunities for further research to add functionalities otherwise not available in pure silica films 

such as organic templates, hydrophobic molecules or metal oxides. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

7.1 Conclusions 

 

This thesis focused on the investigation of the ES40 sol-gel method with the aim of preparing silica 

films directly on large pore substrates by the rapid thermal processing (RTP) method. In particular, 

this thesis endeavoured to understand how the ES40 sol-gel could be controlled and understood to 

deliver porous silica structures and how this, in turn, could be used to prepare high quality silica 

films to achieve high salt rejections in desalination application. 

The first contribution of this thesis is the fundamental study of the ES40 sol-gel method, elucidating 

the miscible and non-miscible regions in a ternary phase diagram. A key finding of this work is 

related to the formation of dense and porous silica from miscible and non-miscible regions of ES40 

sol-gel solution, respectively. This thesis initially focused on the homo/heterogeneous sol-gel 

system of ES40 in acidified water-ethanol solution. The ternary phase diagram of ES40–H2O–EtOH 

showed that the ES40 sol-gel reactions can occur even in the phase-separated solutions. It was 

found that in phase-separated solutions, the sol-gel process commenced at the interface of the two 

phases, i.e. ES40 and the co-solvent. The silanol groups generated by hydrolysis at the interface 

could migrate to the co-solvent phase, contributing to condensation reactions, where silanol (Si–OH) 

and siloxane (Si–O–Si) groups were found to be affected by both the reaction temperature and the 

initial H2O/Si ratios. Higher temperatures promoted sol-gel reactions due to an increase in the sol 

concentration as a result of faster solvent evaporation, thereby reducing the proximity of the 

reactive sites. Silica product with larger mesopores was obtained at 25 °C, compared to their 

micropores analogues produced at 40 and 60 °C, which was ascribed to the reduced drying stress. 

Consequently, the silica network compression was reduced by the slow solvent evaporation at low 

temperature, and the lower capillary forces, leading to the formation of larger pores derived from 

the silica cages of the ES40 oligomer precursor. 

A second contribution is related to a systematic study of ES40 sol-gel ratios where the high water/Si 

and high acid/Si ratios and low ethanol/Si ratios delivered microporous features such as higher 

surface areas and pore volumes, and broader pore size distribution. A key finding is the formation 

of large silica particle clusters as revealed by small angle X-Ray scattering, structures of which 

were found to be more hydrostable when exposed to harsh conditions (550 ºC and 75 mol% water 

vapour). Conversely, highly microporous silica matrices were favoured by using low water and low 
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acid catalyst ratios, and/or high ethanol ratio. The improved hydrostability of the silica xerogels was 

attributed to the formation of a more robust, open silica microstructure condensed by larger silica 

particles as revealed by SAXS data on one hand, and a lower proportion of silanol groups in the 

matrix as indicated by FTIR analyses on the other. 

A third contribution is the first demonstration of the preparation of interlayer-free silica membranes 

by the RTP method. The membranes proved to have high salt rejection (up to 99%) in desalination 

application. A key finding is a significant reduction of the fabrication time, equivalent to 1% of that 

for a conventionally prepared silica membrane. Defect-free membranes with high salt rejection (> 

99%) were obtained by adjusting the reactant ratios and reaction conditions during the ES40 sol-gel 

synthesis. Furthermore, it was found that the ES40 xerogels from RTP conferred a larger surface 

area and higher relative proportion of siloxane groups as compared to the CTP analogous. This was 

attributed to another key finding related to water being retained inside the xerogel pores at high 

temperatures (~200 ˚C) by the RTP method, promoting condensation reactions and the formation of 

siloxane bridges to further consolidate the membrane matrices. 

The fourth contribution is associated with the systematic investigation of the effect of sol-gel 

conditions (i.e. pH, water/Si and ethanol/Si ratios) on the formation and performance of the 

resultant membranes. Interlayer-free membranes capable of achieving high salt rejection were 

successfully produced by changing the pH of the sol-gel reaction system to a pH 4 or 6. The best 

interlayer-free RTP silica membrane was prepared with a pH 4 sol, which reached high water fluxes 

of 17.8 kg m
-2

 h
-1

 at 60 ºC and high salt reject (> 99%) for desalination of 3.5 wt% seawater. The 

dilution of the sol with ethanol also played an important role, as pH 4 membranes prepared with 

EtOH:Si ratio of 255:4 were stable for 120 h, whilst changing this ratio to 200:4 increased the 

effective desalination period to 300 h. This improvement is attributed to the thicker films derived 

from more viscous sols. The ES40 sol-gel also proved to be flexible, as further studies of low pH 

(~1) and changing water/Si ratio conferred high quality interlayer-free silica membranes by the RTP 

method. Of particular attention, the desalination experiment of pH 1 membranes prolonged a steady 

operation over 800 h without any hint of degradation, an improvement of by at least 500 h as 

compared to the best pH 4 membranes.  

 

It was further found that pH played a fundamental role in the structural formation of the silica 

membranes. This is particularly evidenced by different structures formed below and above the silica 

iso-electric point (pH~2). At pH values above 2, the first layer impregnated on the substrate tended 

to form very porous silica structures. Subsequently, the second layer formed a dense microporous 

structure on top of the first layer. In the case of pH values below 1, the two layers were not 
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distinguished, as the films were generally dense and microporous, though a few macropores could 

be observed between the substrate particles. Therefore, the novel process to prepare interlayer-free 

silica membranes by the RTP method in this work produced more homogeneous silica films at pH 

values < 2, and heterogeneous silica structures at pH values > 2, which has a clear and definite 

association with the desalination performance of these membranes. 

 

7.2 Recommendations 

 

The work has demonstrated the potential of interlayer-free ES40 derived silica membranes 

fabricated by the RTP method for desalination applications. There are some interesting points based 

on major findings in this thesis which warrants for further investigation. Recommendations are 

given as follows: 

1. The deep impregnation of the silica sol into the substrate requires further improvement. In this 

work, the sol infiltrated up to 10 µm, which is much thicker than conventional silica thin film 

membranes. Therefore, it is anticipated that by varying the sol-gel conditions and/or tuning the 

membrane dip coating and calcination process, the depth of impregnation could be significantly 

reduced, giving higher overall water fluxes whilst maintaining high salt rejections. 

2. This thesis opens a window of research opportunities to prepare interlayer-free silica membranes 

by the RTP method. Of particular interest is doping silica with other compounds to confer the silica 

films functionalities otherwise not available in pure silica films. This may include doping the silica 

sol-gel with organic templates, hydrophobic molecules or metal oxides to improve hydrostability 

and adsorption, or possibly using new organo-silica precursors. These proposals will require further 

fundamental studies on the sol-gel method to coat the modified silica films directly on substrates 

with large pore sizes. In addition, designing new equipment is required for applying the RTP 

method under inert atmospheres to allow the retention of these organic groups, instead of the 

oxidising gas used in this thesis. 

3. Investigation should also focus on the membrane performance using real seawater instead of the 

synthetic NaCl aqueous solutions employed in this thesis to further evaluate the practicality. This 

will provide further insights in terms of fouling, scaling, membrane degradation and cleaning 

processes in real-world environment. 

4. There are a number of industrial applications which can be attractive for the deployment of cheap 

RTP silica membranes via pervaporation such as (i) ammonia recovery from waste water, (ii) 
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organic solvent and water separation and (iii) alcohols and water separation. For these applications, 

surface functionalisation as per recommendation 2 may be required. In addition, these 

recommendations would be warranted by demonstrating the scale up production of the RTP silica 

membranes for industrial applications.  


